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How to Make Capital Controls W ork
by JOHN E. RHODES
Controller, Lighting Division, Sylvania Electric Products, Inc ., Salem, Massachusetts

D i st i n g u i sh i n g t h i s a ri c l e , which does not fail to cover the particulars
of a capital outlay programming, approval, and review procedure, is
a well articulated expression of the policies which underlie a capital
controls program and so, basically, control it. The procedural narrative which succeeds this initial material and illustrates application
of the policies set forth, is accompanied by a helpful degree of explanatory comment.

T T SE E M S SA F E T o S A Y t h a t t o d a y n o p h a s e o f b u s i n e s s m a n a g e m e n t i s m o r e i m -

portant to the progress of individual industries and the well -being of the economy as a whole than control of capital expenditures. Our increased knowledge
of the way in which the economy functions has made us acutely aware of the
need for continuous expansion. However, this expansion must be planned to
fit the population growth and technological advancement. As a result, it is an
area of delicate balance, where too much can be as disastrous as too little. A
business enterprise needs an adequate control system to see that both extremes
are avoided.
The specific control system on which this article is based is one developed by
Sylvania Electric Products, Inc. Undoubtedly it has features in common with
the program of many other companies. However, it also includes special procedures which are necessitated by the particular position of the electrical-electronics industry. In short, generally accepted control mechanisms have been
tailored to fit the specific requirements of a fast- growing industry. The extent of
this growth may be indicated by recalling that consumption of electric power
doubled between 1943 and 1954 and will probably have doubled again by the
U P T E M B E R , 1955
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end of another decade, and then noting that the expansion of the electrical electronics industry has been even greater. Not all divisions of the field have
experienced the same degree and kind of growth. On the one hand, there is
the relatively stable lighting business with a history of steady expansion based
on more extensive use of electricity, along conventional lines, in homes and industry. Here, the rate of growth has been approximately equal to the increased
rate of electric power consumption. On the other hand, there is the electronics
area of the industry, including manufacture of receiving tubes, special electronic
tubes, and various electronic devices. Here, the growth rate has been prodigious
and has been characterized by turbulence and surprise. In line with this growth,
Sylvania's annual sales volume has grown from approximately $60 million in
1943 to almost $300 million in 1953 and permanent plant and equipment assets have increased from $31/2 million to approximately $60 million.
This rapid growth has exerted tremendous pressure on the resources of the
industry and has created an almost insatiable demand for capital. These developments were difficult to anticipate but certainly have highlighted the importance of sound planning. Sylvania's position in this extraordinary picture has
strongly influenced the kind of capital control system we have developed. Likewise, a satisfactory system for any business must be tailored to fit the particular
industry and company requirements. However, the control mechanism is basically
the same for all industry and it seems possible to take a common approach
by first setting forth the policies upon which our program is to be based. Some
of the major items, indicative of the points which must be resolved before a
program is formulated, will be given attention in the paragraphs immediately
following and will be succeeded by consideration of programming particular
projects.
Policy as to Return on Investment and Investment Protection
This is the $64 one — perhaps the granddaddy of all business policies. It
belongs at the head of the list in any business discussion and it reminds us of
our common objective, regardless of specific differences in the nature of our
business. In a sense, we are all in the investment business. We all take monies
from the same sources — stockholders (common, pfd.), long term loans (bonds,
etc.), short term loans, open accounts payable, sale of assets, lease backs, etc.
We all put the monies to work in about the same general way (buy productive
equipment, buy labor and material, and buy sales and distribution talent). We
all try to turn the money over as often as possible with maximum margin of
profit on each turn. The process goes from cash to inventories to receivables
4
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and back to cash. The object is to get enough cash to pay monies back to original sources plus dividends and still have a residue for expansion. So, all firms
have a common objective, a common prime policy, i.e., satisfactory return on
investment.
One philosophy holds that an investment in capital assets, particularly if for
expansion, should provide a return equal to or greater than present return on
investment. Otherwise, the earnings rate of present owners or stockholders is
diluted. This conclusion is controversial because it could seriously impede progress and jeopardize earnings. "The old wheel turns ", for profitable industry
or products of yesterday may be only a memory today and less profitable new
ventures of today may be our mainstay tomorrow. To protect future return, it is
frequently necessary to sacrifice or dilute some portion of the current return. In
establishing a philosophy on this point and determining the satisfactory percentage of return, it is essential to consider firm policy on investment protection.
It is assumed, of course, that investment protection policies will include procedures and insurance to protect against dishonesty and various disaster possibilities. What I particularly want to cover here is the risk factors involved in running a successful progressive business. While return on investment is generally
recognized as the motivating objective of business enterprise, the first responsibility of fixed capital management, from the financial manager's point of view,
is to retain intact the capital originally and subsequently invested. If the capital
investment is dissipated, there can be no return because there will be no business
left. So, it is obviously important that operating plans and other policies of the
business be in harmony with the policy on investment protection. However, in
establishing this policy we must recognize that, in a large measure, the degree
of protection will be directly related to the desired return on investment. Generally, we cannot expect higher than average return without assuming greater
risk. On the other hand, if we swing one hundred percent to the financial manager's viewpoint, and demand positive protection of investment, we must be
satisfied with a minimum return, perhaps two or three percent, and we had better put our money in the savings bank in the first place. So, return on investment policy is inter - related to the policy on investment protection. Selection of
a balance point is an individual matter for each business, depending somewhat
upon the type of industry and the attitude of the owners or stockholders.
Because of the variation in circumstances, there seems to be no good rule of
thumb which can be applied universally, so I merely make the point that business is a gamble and there is always some risk. To survive in the future, it is
essential to keep up to date in your field, even though it means sacrifice of some
portion of current earnings. You cannot proceed to formulate intelligently
SEP TEM BER , 1 955
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EXHIBIT 1

other operating plans and policies until you have established your philosophy
on these two basic policies, return on investment and investment protection.
Policy as f o Replacem enf Funding
I do not intend to go i nto th e wh ole br oad subject of business financing
because that subject alone would require many articles for adequate coverage.
In fact, I am referring here only to a financing plan for replacement of existing
assets. Actually, this is closely related to investment protection policies in the
sense that a plan to provide funds for replacement of assets may also be a plan
which ensures the constancy of fixed capital. To accomplish both, it is necessary
to retain in the business each year cash, securities, or other assets at least: equal
to the amount of depreciation of fixed assets. This means "true' depreciation.
So, in establishing the minimum needed to meet this requirement, book depreciation cannot be used unless it takes into consideration the difference between
depreciable and "true" life, possible obsolescence before life expiration, and
possible higher cost of replacement either because of inflation or new improved machinery or facilities. Actually, many variations from straight line
depreciation do make corrections for some of these factors.
6
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However, we should not rely completely upon any mechanical formula to
solve the problem, because failure to establish a realistic policy giving proper
consideration to all factors can result in dissipation of fixed capital, which may
ruin or seriously handicap any business when replacement of worn out or obsolete facilities becomes necessary. There is the simple case of dissipating depreciation reserve by cash distributions representing return of capital, known
to some as "milking the business," but perhaps the most tragic awakening is
experienced by the fellow who has religiously set aside funds represented by
depreciation, but did not take into account higher replacement costs brought
about through general economic inflation. Even though the Internal Revenue
Service will not allow depreciation based upon replacement cost, it is essential
to consider this factor before declaring dividends, part of which could in reality
represent a distribution of working capital needed in the business for future
replacement of fixed capital assets. This may explain the retention of 50 percent
of earnings by most corporations. Even those who do not plan on expansion
should retain liberal amounts to cover higher costs of replacement. The best
policy, of course, is to make calculations of inflationary effects each year and
set aside the correct amount to cover.
After the determination of an adequate amount to be set aside, there are
several alternative methods of retaining such assets in the business. Some of the
basic ones include:
I. Paying off long term or other business
debt. The safest investment you can
make is to buy up your own obligations.
2. Establishing a replacement fund in cash
or gilt edge securities. This is safe but
the yield is poor, so the effect may be
idling cash at low interest rates.
3. Reinvesting funds in the business within
limits indicated by long -term replace-

men+ and financing estimates. More risk
is involved here but it represents a reasonable compromise for it provides an
opportunity for good return on cash invested. Using this plan, it is well to adjust the net worth section of the balance
sheet to deduct from the "undistributed
earnings" account, and show separately
the amount held in the business to provide for excess replacement cost.

Progress, Capitalization, and Project Approval as Policies
There is usually no third choice. A firm either goes ahead or falls back. In
most fields we cannot expect to maintain the status quo. One danger is that
stagnation frequently produces greater profit for a short period. Those who
fall into this trap are actually milking the business and are usually bound for
ultimate failure. Progress means keeping up to date or ahead in your field,
or expansion by increased volume or additional lines. It may be either or both
of these. The policy decision in this area requires familiarity with developments in the industry and business generally. Proper choice of financing method
is important to either kind of progress. Such may be by means of issuing capital
SEPTEn1BER, 1955
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EXHIBIT 2

stock, borrowing, or using retained earnings. The problem of whether to capitalize or expense an expenditure is difficult but a general guide somewhat along
the following lines may be appropriate:
CAPITALIZE
Additions
Replacements
Renewals
Betterments
Original installation

EXPENSE
Maintenance and repair
Insurance
Property taxes
Interest
etc.

Starting from this general division of expenditure, it must be recognized that
accounting and tax rules are both flexible and indefinite. There are some specific
regulations but much is left to judgment of business management. Generally,
as a practical matter, we should expense every dollar within legal tax limits.
This minimizes taxes and preserves cash. To get maximum tax and cash advantage we would (1) expense items of doubtful use or life, such as experimental and development items, (2) expense items physically small or delicate
if possibility of theft or breakage is high, (3) on capital items, consider physical
life in terms of satisfactory quality and efficiency as well as possible obsolescence
of either equipment or product and, of course, use the shortest time indicated
8
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by any of these factors, and (4) select depreciation on the sum of the digits,
declining balance, or some other method which would give us the highest depreciation allowance. This approach will result in maximum write offs on a
current basis.
But we may not want maximum write offs. There are some considerations
on the other side of this picture. Under the following situations, maximum
write offs may not be desirable:
I. No taxable income anticipated in current year or immediate future, for reasons such as new business, heavy expansion or research program, recession forecast, and losses of prior years to be
carried forward
(offsetting current
profit).

3. Impact on financial statements. Public
reaction (or private banking reaction)
might affect future or immediate financing. This would not be a factor in privately owned and privately financed
business.
4. Danger of overpricing product.

2. Anticipated increased tax rate.

All factors must be weighed carefully, but I repeat that, generally, it is practical
economics to expense to the legal limit. Speculation in tax rates is not our
specialty and probability of extended periods of loss is not likely if we plan
to stay in business. One last point in determining policies on capitalization versus expense is the importance of making good initial decisions, because they are
likely to be binding on future transactions. Basic to Sylvania's system of capital
expenditures has been a philosophy of maximum decentralization of control.
Authority and responsibility for planning and carrying out operations have been
delegated to division and plant managers, but central management is equipped
with the minimum controls necessary to assure results. Exhibit 1 is indicative.
Development of Capital Outlay Programs — The Idea of "Search"
After the basic policies have been established, we are ready to examine the
process of setting up a programmed control system to implement them. As the
first step in presenting Sylvania's capital controls system, I should like to offer
a definition of a program. There are certainly various good definitions but, for
our purpose, I have defined a program as "a summary of related expenditures of
proposals covering a specific integrated plan." This seems to be an adequate
definition of any good overall operating program which is properly integrated.
But the overall program is not really properly integrated if it unwittingly forces
future expenditures not included as part of the approved operating plan. For
example, sales estimates may indicate that, two years from now, the volume of
our profitable products will require ten more manufacturing machine units than
we have now. If it takes twenty months to build these units, we must get imSEPT EMBE R, 1 955
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EXHIBIT 3

mediate budget approval and place construction orders for the machinery (and,
of course, the treasurer plans cash availability to pay for this equipment). But
what a shock he gets if the first three new units delivered completely fill our
present building facilities and the manufacturing boys hastily submit a :cequisition for purchase or construction of a new building and other facilities to accommodate the remaining seven new units. To avoid these surprises, we need a
proper planning job and to insure this at Sylvania, the total overall program
or budget is composed of many individual projects or programs, each one in
itself being a "summary of related expenditures or proposals covering a specific
integrated plan." An item cannot get on the list if it is not associated with one
of these projects (or programs, as we call them) unless, of course, it happens
to represent a complete program in itself. A program will not get approval
without including or indicating all of the capital or expense items involved,
now or in the future.
Next, let us review the preparation procedure. The first question is, where do
we get our facts? i.e., what is the source of information? Obviously, we have
to conduct a search by means of market research, engineering research, and cost
analysis. I do not believe the aspect of search in relation to capital expenditures
can be emphasized too strongly. In Sylvania, we encourage this search in a
number of ways. First, we are constantly reviewing our sales position by product
lines, forecasting five years ahead, and scrutinizing our competition to make
certain we are holding our own or better on volume. Market Research plays a
prominent role. It gives us much better estimates than we would get by relying
10
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solely upon past experience. Second, through engineering research, we are
developing entirely new products. These may entail outlays for new plants,
complex equipment, and, from the financial standpoint, losses over a considerable period until starting -load costs are absorbed. Third, continuous cost analyses identify areas in which greater efficiency is required if we are to continue
to meet and improve upon competitive prices.
After we assemble this information, the next question is "How do we evaluate it ?" As a result of the information stimulants, we have more investment
proposals submitted than available capital can accommodate. Naturally, we
regard this as an indication of a healthy attitude on the part of division and
plant personnel in uncovering opportunities. However, it then becomes one of
top management's most important jobs to select the proposals which will be of
greatest benefit to the company. To aid in this selection, the submitting division
or department is required to indicate the relative importance of each program
in relation to other proposals the division has submitted. These proposals are
subjected to qualitative and quantitative evaluation.
Evaluation and Approval of Capital Expenditure Programs
Qualitative criteria which we apply in selecting capital programs and establishing priorities are in the nature of "urgency" evaluations. The ranking is
about as follows:
I. Legal and safety requirements and necessities of a similar nature. These rank
very high regardless of profitability
factors.
2. Replacements of worn out or obsolete
equipment.
3. Completion of projects for which we
are already substantially committed.
These are ordinarily carry -overs from
the prior year's program.
4. Expansion or improvement necessary to
retain our market position. As probably
is done in most companies, we are constantly assessing our position in relation
to that of the industry on all major
products.
Maintenance of industry

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.

position plays a big part in determining
in what we invest.
Cost saving items on present operations
(two years or less for repayment).
Expansion programs with high return.
Expansion programs with average return.
Cost savings items on present operation (over two years for repayment).
Expansion programs with intangible or
long -term advantages (such programs
may provide us complements to an existing line of products).
Others.

By way of quantitative evaluation, we compute a rate of return on the investment. Much has been written on methods of gauging investment profitability
or return on investment. A drawback in some methods is the complexity that
often accompanies a high degree of accounting refinement. Admittedly, we
have struck a compromise in Sylvania in this respect, but it is a compromise
which has given our management the most practical measurement in relation
S E P T E M B E R , 1955
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EXHIBIT 4
to ou r co m pa n y a n d in du st ry . Sta ted si mp ly , the ret u rn o n inv estm en t ca lc u l a -

tion we have used is the percent of additional profit to additional investment.
This calculation supports each capital expenditure proposal. The form in
which it is worked up is indicated by Exhibit 2. Another important quantitative
consideration is the availability of funds, so, on all profit improvement programs
or requisitions, we also calculate the cash payout period, i.e., the length of time
it will take to get the cash back in to the till. Cash return is quite different from
book profit. We figure it by adding back to book profit the depreciation figure,
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because depreciation does not represent a cash outlay, and then we deduct estimated income taxes (usually using present rates for future periods). This information on cash payback is essential to the treasurer in planning future financing requirements. To summarize our evaluation process, the qualitative listing
establishes priority on the basis of urgency and the quantitative evaluation indicates (1) rates of additional profit to additional investment, and ( 2 ) time
required to get the actual cash back into the business.
To complete our program preparation procedure, after gathering the information and evaluating it, the proposals or programs must be prepared and presented for approval. This approval procedure follows the course which has
been indicated by Exhibit 1, with program preparation normally starting at
the operating level at which capital expenditure is required and calling for step by -step approval at each higher level of management. Our procedure requires
that annually on November, each division or major department submit to the
corporate office in New York its expenditure plans for the next two years. This
is submitted on a form entitled capital expenditure program summary (Exhibit
3) used to record the key control facts on each individual program, identified
by consecutive numbering. It places capital expenditure forecasting on a continuous two -year basis. Supporting the summary are individual outlines covering
each program in sufficient detail to enable management to review for approval.
The outline of each program generally states (1) when it is anticipated that
the program will be started and when it will be completed, ( 2 ) the cash outlay
needed for the program and when needed, (3) additional working capital required on completion of program, (4) special expense items required by program, (5) whether or not a certificate of necessity has been issued or will be
requested, and (6) the additional earnings or savings expected, (if any).
In general, then, assurance is provided that the proposal is the result of careful analysis of all factors, backed up by specific details supporting the improvements and profits claimed. The program outlines are reviewed by the top management of our company and presented to the board of directors with an
appropriate summary for their overall review and approval. In many instances,
the outlines list major items of equipment. However, control by top management is exercised by program total, and not by specific items. Division and
plant management can and does change its mind on the specific equipment
needed to complete programs as long as the scope of the program is not altered
without specific corporate approval. So control on specific items within a program is delegated further down the line, to the divisions or plants or departments more familiar with the detailed requirements necessary to put over the
program.
SEPT EMBE R, 1 955
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EXHIBIT 5

Finally, upon board approval, the president notifies the division and major
department heads and it is on the basis of this approval that the next major
step in the system can be initiated, the expenditure procedure, which starts
with the submission of Permanent Property Requisitions (Exhibit 4). Approval
of programs does not give approval to spend money. Expenditures must be authorized in accordance with our permanent property requisition procedure.
Before describing the requisition procedure, I want to emphasize one point
in particular concerning the approval process and that is flexibility. I am sure
it can be appreciated that, because of the volatile nature of the electronic industry, we have to be prepared to shift attention and resources rapidly from one
direction to another to keep pace with changes in the state of the art and
changes in market factors. It would be very unrealistic, in our industry, to consider that we had, at any time, an unalterable investment plan. For an example, in the early years of television marketing, sets ranged in size from the
five to seven to twelve inch picture tube. We thought we had moved pretty
fast and looked for a period of stability at about the twelve inch size. But we
had only a momentary pause until we were off again to the fourteen, sixteen,
nineteen and twenty -one inch tubes. Our company planned ahead and geared
up not only for twenty -ones but for twenty -fours and twenty- sevens. Now color
has entered the scene and there is the added uncertainty of smaller versus larger
color sets, with stiff price competition from black and white sets. Undoubtedly,
other companies have similar problems. This is just one example illustrating; the
need for flexibility and continuous review and revision of the programs submitted in the annual summary. To provide for this situation, the operating
divisions submit revised programs in the manner already described for regular
programming. At the normal programming time each year, complete program
outlines for the following two years, incorporating all revisions, are submitted
14
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to enable management to reconsider approvals in the light of the current financial situation of the company and general economic conditions.
Essentially, the capital expenditure program summaries and revisions provide
a basis for broad operating and financial planning. The permanent property
requisitions serve as a review and basis of control over actual expenditures.
These requisitions must be prepared and approved before any commitments are
made for capital expenditures. The requisition serves to identify the expenditure
in terms of its specific items which, of course, may vary from the content of the
program as originally submitted. The requisition provides the final evaluation
before money can be spent. Also, it serves to identify any equipment obsoleted
and indicates its value and method of disposal. Many times one permanent
property requisition will cover a group of related individual items, or even all
the items involved in a particular program. The method of processing requisitions depends upon the size of expenditure. Naturally, executives at the corporate level should not spend time reviewing individual requests for which the
amounts involved are not substantial. The cut -off point for division versus corporate approval has to be established somewhat arbitrarily. In Sylvania, we use
dollar limits for approval at three levels: division manager, corporate officers
and finally the board of directors. In no case, can items covered by a permanent
property requisition be changed without resubmission for review and approval.
Also, the estimated cost can not be exceeded by more than ten per cent without
resubmission. Any overrun of $5,000 or more regardless of the percentage involved, requires the same approval as the original.
Progress Reporting, Availability of Funds, Follow -up of Projects
Next, to tie all the pieces together and to review the overall activity, each
division prepares a monthly report on division expenditures called permanent
property program detail. (Exhibit 5). It summarizes program authorizations,
permanent property requisition approvals, expenditures, and unexpended funds.
The division schedules are consolidated to provide a company -wide summary
which is included in the monthly financial statement book for top management.
This summary shows rate of cash authorizations, commitments and expenditures
or, in other words, the overall progress in carrying out the capital expenditures
plan. Finally, our system of controls would not be complete without a reliable
method of determining the amount of capital currently available for investment
and what can be anticipated in the months ahead. Therefore, we instituted a
cash forecast report, the form of which is illustrated by data on capital expenditures program (Exhibit 6) and the purpose of which is to provide our financial
SEPT EMBE R, 1 955
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EXHIBIT 6

staff with this information far enough in advance to permit sound planning. It
informs management of the current estimate of cash availability versus expenditure requirements. On the basis of this comparison, action is initiated
to obtain additional cash, or to ration cash outlays or step up investment plans,
as the case may be. Short-term forecasts are submitted by each division, each
month, indicating future requirements by months up to twelve months. Longterm forecasts supplement the short -term by projecting cash availabilities three
years ahead. These are prepared annually. Essentially, the cash forecast balances
anticipated disbursements against estimated receipts but entries on the cash forecasts report for permanent property outlays are made only on the basis of permanent property requisitions which have been approved. Thus, central management can use the forecast as a starting point in measuring the impact of additional capital expenditure approvals on our cash position. And, of course, whenever
the forecast indicates an impending cash shortage position, expenditure approvals can be slowed down or plans can be made for additional financing, :Far in
advance of requirements. In this respect, the cash forecast has been of enormous
importance to the maintenance of our forward drive.
There remains one other important phase of the subject of capital expenditures. This is the follow -up- appraisal or post audit. As a part of our controls
system, we have made provision for follow -up of programs to assure results as
originally proposed. This is important for a number of reasons. Foremost is
16
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the need to develop and maintain a high sense of responsibility among those
submitting capital expenditure proposals. This can be assured by the knowledge
that a follow -up will be made. Also, we have learned a great deal by comparing
results against the plan and have applied this knowledge in formulating later
projects. For example, it may be found, on examination of a proposal, that all
the facts are clearly and thoroughly supported and that the return on investment
is projected at an extremely satisfactory level. However, on post -audit of the
program, it proves to have been unsatisfactory because the high annual return
on investment extended over only a short number of years, after which equipment became obsolete. It is extremely important to maintain awareness of this
possibility and, by review after the fact, to keep informed of its frequency of
occurrence.
In Sylvania, the follow -up takes the form of internal auditing and repetitive
and special analysis. Up to this point, I have said nothing about the role of our
internal auditing processes. Our internal auditing department operates independently of any division or plant personnel and, broadly stated, its function
on this subject is to see that specific policies established by the company have
been adhered to with regard to all capital expenditures. Particular emphases
are placed on the determination that competitive bids were obtained before expenditures were made; that proper accounting for capital versus expense items,
including installation and other costs, was made; that correct asset classifications
and depreciation rates were used; that the disposition of obsolete equipment
was made in accordance with company policy (accounting, competitive bids,
etc.); and that approvals for expenditures were obtained in all instances, particularly in the instance of expenditures in excess of the original approvals. The
internal auditing function also includes a post audit of investment profitability
when new plant, new equipment, or replacement equipment is in full operation.
This audit phase includes the comparison of projected versus actual figures. The
investment for plant, equipment and working capital items are examined and
compared with the projected amounts, but this is not a major responsibility.
As a part of our regular analysis activity, the local management naturally
continually measures the profitability of its operations. Special attention is directed to recent plant changes and additions. Usually this type of analysis takes
place soon after the new facility commences operation. As an example, the
Lighting Division recently opened a new plant in Winchester, Kentucky in
connection with our Photoflash operations. This plant promised to improve our
efficiencies and handle considerably increased volume. We wanted to make sure
that the Winchester plant fulfilled expectations and, if not, we wanted to know
why and take action accordingly. Therefore, one month later we began to reSEP TE MBE R, 19 55
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view, analyze and investigate very closely the regular monthly statements, from
this operation. This does not mean that top management examined detailed reports on internal plant operations. It does mean, however, at both corporate and
divisional levels, that we watched trends on the key factors (cost, return on
investment, investment turnover, and earnings), as compared to the standards
established when the project was approved. These investigations are made each
month until it is certain that the investment profitability will be realized as
originally projected or until other corrective moves are indicated. Wi`h the
exception of the internal auditing processes, the follow -up procedures are conducted entirely within the framework of our decentralized organization. Division
management in most instances provides the basic data from which the special
analyses are made and division and plant management is encouraged to d,:velop
its own analysis program.
The Ends In View
The contents of this article, largely a case study, have been about equally
divided between consideration of policies which relate the purposes of capital
expenditures to the conduct of capital expenditure programs and particularization of the accounting tools through which an individual company in a fast developing industry gives effect to these policies in pursuit of increased profitability of operations in the near and not -so -near future. It will have been noted
that, although the application incorporates certain mechanics, i.e., procedures,
it is not mechanical in character, but rather flexible and adaptable and, above all,
responsive to managerial needs and changing circumstances.
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Standard Costs for Small Business
by LINDEN C. SPEERS
Partner, Allen and Company, Certified Public Accountants, Des Moines, Iowa

Calling attention, in specific terms, to the role of management in developing a standard cost method, this article provides both a framework within which standard costs must be applied and an illustration
of a standard cost method for small business. The excellent narrative
description of a standard cost method which follows the background
Information on the advantages and possibilities of standard costs, is
supported by itemized lists and diagrams, which further clarify and
explain the possibility of adapting standard coats to the small firm.

for the small business has been with us
Sporadic articles have appeared on the subject but few attempts have been made to provide an overall approach to the problem. It is the
objective of this article to provide such an examination. Specifically, the purpose
of this paper is the presentation of a philosophy of standard costs in the language of small business and the description of a standard cost procedure adaptable to small business. Both phases need to be covered for there seems to exist
a tendency for a sizeable segment of the management of small business, including
the accountant, to associate standard cost methods with complex procedures and
suitable only for large firms. They fail to recognize that a modified approach
would accomplish about the same end result for small business. In this context,
the first part of this paper is directed to the overall problem of standard costs for
small firms. Following this a standard cost procedure for small firms is presented
to indicate the practical application of the overall philosophy.
HE QU E STI ON OF STANDARD COSTS

T for some time.

Nature of Standard Costs for the Small Firm
The very small business is operated by the fingertip control of the owner because he can retain essential data in his mind and can observe undesirable developments. It is when the business grows and it becomes necessary to delegate
authority and responsibility for the performance of management functions that
the need arises for some of the controls afforded by sound standard cost accounting principles. The major aids of standard cost accounting procedures to management may be summarized as providing (1) a means for measuring and conSEPTEMBER, 19.55
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EXHIBIT 1

trolling costs (2) a practical method of valuing inventories, (3) a consi:itent
and stable basis for establishing realistic selling prices, and (4) an accounting
method which will promote promptness in the preparation of cost reports for
management. For the small firm this suggests a costing method which will permit preparation of reasonably correct monthly reports. This means, among other
things, finding a method whereby production can be costed in and out of inventory at the same value. It is not so important that the unit costs be minutely correct so long as they are reasonable. The more advanced techniques of computing
more exact costs may be deferred until the size of the company and other factors
warrants its use. By way of illustration assume a manufactured part has an actual cost of 50 cents but an estimated cost of 45 cents. It takes little mental computing to see that, for monthly reporting of operations, it would be much better
to put the respective part into inventory at the estimated unit cost (standard) of
45¢ per unit and relieve the inventory at 45d per unit when sold than it would
20
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be to charge the actual cost of 50¢ into inventory and then relieve the inventory
at 45¢ per unit. Under the first method the variance between actual and estimated (or standard cost) is reflected each month in the operating statement.
Under the second method, there would be an unfavorable variance buildup in
the inventory until the year end when a physical inventory was taken. This
alone suggests the need for a small business to set the best standards possible
under the circumstances but to use standard costs.
The steps which need to be taken by the management of small business (including the accountant) to enter into a successful venture with standard cost accounting are:
I. Acquire through self- education an understanding of the purposes and advantages of standard costs
2. Develop standards, even if rough estimates must be used to start, for the

purpose of obtaining workable monthly
reporting.
3. Refine the techniques of setting standards and expand the standard cost system commensurate with the development of the company.

Suitable Material Standards
The material standards for the small firm should be set at the best estimate of
the actual quantities that will be used and the best estimate of the actual prices
that will be paid for material. Actual prices paid for materials naturally will
vary from standard prices and will result in an accumulative price variance
(over or under standard) for each month, as materials are purchased. While
the material price variance should be determined at the time the purchase invoices
are processed, the variance may be reflected in the operating statement either at
the time of purchase, or at the time of sale (of the manufactured product). More
than one material inventory and material variance account may be set up if there
is a practical advantage in knowing the inventory values and the variances by
more than one classification.
Whether price variances will be considered an expense at the time of purchase
or at the time of sale will probably depend upon the expected effect upon the
operating statement. As illustrated in the table below, an even flow of purchases under Method 1 (variance expensed at time of purchase) would result
in a relative even amount of variance, whereas irregular purchases would result
in irregular charges or credits to variance.
SEP TEM BER , 1 955
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DAI LY T I M E C A R D

Part
No.

Prod.
Class

Wa ge
Ra te
Class

100
20 0

1
2

Ac t u a l
Hours
4.0
4.0

Qu a n t .
90
80

St d. Qu a n t ,
Per Hou r

Standa: -d
Hou re

20
25

4.5
3. 2

EXHIBIT 2
METHOD I
Charge or Credit Variance to Operations at Time of Purchase
Example of Even Flow of
Purchases
Standard
Cost
$6,000
6,000
6,000
6,000
6,000
6,000

Variance
360
360
360
360
360
360
$

Mo.
1
2
3
4
5
6

$2,160

Example of Irregular Flow of
Purchases
Mo.
1
2
3
4
5
6

Standard
Cost
$18,000

Variance
$1,080

18,000

1,080

$2,160

If the pattern of purchases indicates the advisability of reflecting the variance
under Method 2 (at the time of sale of the manufactured product), the price
variance, determined when the material is purchased, will be carried in an inventory price variance and will be considered a part of the inventory until transferred to an operating price variance account. The monthly transfer from the
inventory variance to the operating variance accounts may be done on a first in
first out basis, computed as a percentage of the standard material cost in cos` of
sales. Material usage variance can be determined by accounting for spoiled production (scrap) at standard price.
Exhibit 1 summarizes, in diagrammatic form, the accounting for material
costs, under a standard cost method for the small firm. While the individual
component part was used as an example, raw material would be handled in a
similar manner.
Direct Labor Standard Costs Method for the Small Firm
Direct labor standards should be set at the best estimate of the actual time required by operations and the best estimate of actual wage rates. Much latitude
22
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is open in determining the time and rate factors. The rate factor should represent a standard wage rate class for the type of operation. For example, the wage
rate classes, based upon pay scale, might be as follows:
Class
2
3

Standard Wage Rate
$2.00 per hour Represents
1.75 per hour an average
1.50 per hour by groups

These wage rate classes should be identifiable by machines, operations, or men.
It is almost uncanny how steady these average rates within a group remain and
the rate variance resulting from using this approach is generally minor.
There may be some direct labor work on which it is considered impractical to
set standards. This type of labor would be considered direct labor not on standards and would in effect be charged direct to cost of sales and would not go
through the production inventory labor accounts. The method of accounting for
this kind of direct labor will be explained later. The first problem in connection
with labor cost is the determination of actual direct labor cost in a manner that
can be correlated with the computation of standard direct labor cost. The shining
light in this entire article is the, work saving features (simplification) of accounting for labor costs. Both actual and standard labor production costs are
determined in terns of hours by wage rate classes and no conversion to dollars
is required until the pay period for actual costs and the monthly closing for
standard costs and variances. The usual type of daily time card (direct labor)
can be used for reporting production. In addition to showing the conventional
data of man name, number, and department, part number, machine number,
elapsed time, operation number, account number for indirect labor, and similar
information, it should provide for recording the data shown in Exhibit 2.
The daily processing of the daily time cards is entirely on the basis of hours.
A weekly payroll card can be used for simultaneously accumulating hours for
payroll purpose and for standard cost purposes. An example of the weekly payroll card is shown in Exhibit 3, and illustrative figures have been written in to
show the workings of the card.
On the weekly payroll card four columns are headed Product Class 1 0 0 , 20 0 ,
300, and 400. The purpose of these columns is to provide for maintaining separate inventory control accounts between major product classes and to determine
the costs and variances by product classes. More than one column (classification)
can be maintained on indirect labor if desired. The total actual hours are posted
daily in the appropriate product class of the weekly payroll card from the daily
time card or cards, if more than one is used by a workman. For convenience in
the subsequent processing, a separate "daily time card" should be used for each
SEP TE MBE R, 19 55
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Am ou nt
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8
6
6
5
8
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8
8
8
9
8

2
2
4
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1
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2

8

3

4

5
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6

41

7

86. 10
8

1
1.05
9

Total
E a r n i n gs
87. 15
10

Co m b .
Tax
11

EXHIBIT 3

product class. As indicated at the bottom of the weekly payroll card it is used
for determining total earnings at the end of the pay week and subsequently the
writing of the payroll check. The total hours on the daily time card should be
checked against the hours on the employee attendance cards. It is not absolutely
essential to use a weekly payroll card as the daily time cards can be accumulated
and summarized at the end of the pay period. However, utilization of the
weekly time card will probably speed up the payroll preparation at the end of the
pay period. Also, it provides a convenient method of accruing the payroll dollar
cost for the monthly closing when the monthly closing and pay period do not
coincide.
After being posted to the weekly payroll cards the daily time cards will be
processed further (daily) to provide data for production inventories and variances and should be sorted as follows:
Sort I (all cards)
Sort 2 (Direct Labor Cards)
Sort 3 (Direct Labor Cards)
Sort 4 (Direct Labor Cards)

Sort by direct and indirect labor
Sort by product classes
Sort by direct labor on standards
and not on standards
Sort by wage rate classes

After Sort 4, totals may be run on the actual hours for each day for each of the
respective categories and posted to an Actual Direct Labor Hours Summary
(Exhibit 4) for weekly summarization and proof.
For daily proof purposes total hours are added for each labor category on the
weekly payroll cards and balanced to the respective totals on the actual direct
labor summary. The purpose of the "actual direct labor hours summary" is to
24
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provide, for those direct labor hours on standards, control totals expressed in
terms of hours on production which can be used in computing the performance
or efficiency variance. Since direct labor not on standards has no standard measurements for determining values to be charged into and out of inventories, it
should be charged directly to cost of sales or a variance account if desired. The
relative amount of direct labor not on standards to total direct labor should be
small. One exception to this might be a type of labor considered direct for some
special reasons of a particular company but which in the general sense of the
term is a type not properly chargeable through inventories.
As mentioned previously, the weekly payroll card is used for determining
total earnings at the end of the pay week. Reference to the card shows that it is
designed to compute straight time earnings for each direct labor classifications
(and indirect labor). At the end of each pay week, after the earnings computations have been completed, the labor cost by classifications are totaled from
the weekly payroll cards and posted to a Labor Distribution Journal (Exhibit 5).
In this journal the actual direct labor costs by direct labor classification (product
classes) are collected by months. it should be mentioned that if any detailed
breakdown is desired on indirect labor in excess of that available from the
weekly payroll card, it may be obtained from a further sorting of indirect labor
"daily time cards" by account number, machine number, and similar classifications. Instead of extending each indirect daily time card by the individual
employee rate, predetermined wage rate class rates should be used to extend the
total hours for the month (by class) for each expense account.
Up to this point, we have concerned ourselves with actual hours and cost. It is
now necessary to revert to the daily time card whidi is the source for computing
production at standard and, as previously stated, production is to be computed
in terms of standard hours. Since the daily time card provides for showing both
standard hours and actual hours, standard hours for each operation must be computed by dividing actual quantity by standard quantity per hour. After all of the
cards are processed and standard hours determined, they are summarized by
totaling the standard hours by wage rate class for each product class and posted
to a standard direct labor hours summary. (Exhibit 6.) The hours are posted
daily and accumulated for the months production. The total hours in each
product class extended by the respective standard wage rate class gives the
standard direct labor cost of production for the month which is charged into
production inventory.
An extremely effective performance report can be prepared daily from the
SEP TE MB ER , 19 55
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A C TU A L D IR EC T LA BO R HOURS SUMMA RY

Da y
M
T
T
F
S
S

30 2 3
3126

27
22

Not on Stds.
Wage C l a s s
1 2
3
4
3

2
3

38

27

P r o d . C l a s s 20 0
On S t d s .
Not on Stds.
W age C lass
Wage C l a s s
2
3
1
2
3

Et c .

)

P r o d . C l a s s 10 0
On S t d s .
Wage C la s s
1 2
3

2
1

Ac t u a l
hours

To t a l
Month
To t a l

6 0 0 4 2 0 380
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(H o ur s on s t a n d a r d s f o r m o n t h a r e ext en de d at st a n d a r d w a ge ra t e s. - - C h ar ge
dif f er e n c e b e t we e n t h is t o t a l a n d st an d ar d c o st ( E xh ibit 6) t o p e rf o r m a n c e
va ri a n c e a n d c re d it d ire c t la b o r clea rin g ac co u nt . )
(Ho urs n ot on s t a n d a rd s fo r m o n t h a re ext end ed at s t a n d a rd w a ge ra t e s a n d
ch arged to cos t o f s ales or varian ce acco u nts an d cred it d irec t lab o r
clea rin g ac co u nt . )

EXHIBIT 4

daily time cards. While not necessary to the cost accounting function, it is an
additional tool for management and all companies who have passed beyond the
embryo stage of growth and existence should consider its use. It is the per cent
of efficiency of actual production to standard production. It can be determined
for each employee by dividing standard hours by actual hours and multiplying
the result by 100. Or the performance results can be expressed in terms of gain
or loss in dollars by multiplying the difference between actual hours and standard hours by the standard wage rate class for the employee. If only total daily
performance gain or loss in dollars is desired, this can be computed by multiplying the difference between total actual hours and total standard hours for all of
the cards in each standard wage rate class by the rate for that class. The two
variances relating to direct labor are wage rate variance and performance variance. The summarization of hours, as outlined, readily permits the computation
of these two variances. The wage rate variance is the difference between the
actual direct labor cost and the sum of the actual hours, by classes, for the
month, multiplied by respective standard wage rates. The performance or efficiency variance is the difference between the sum of the actual hours by classes
multiplied by the respective standard wage rates (same computation as made for
wage rate variance) and the sum of the standard hours by classes, multiplied
by the respective standard wage rates.
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L A BO R D I S T R I BU TI O N J O U R N A L
Direct Lab o r
Pro d . C lass Pro d . C lass
100
20 0
1s t W e e k
2n d W e e k
3rd Week
4th We ek
En ding A cc ru al
Les s
Begin n in g Ac c ru a l
Act u allab o r
co st for m on th

$

1200.00

$

Pro d . C lass
300

In d ire ct
Pro d . C lass
400

La bo r

735. 40

420.00
( 350. 00 )
$

512 0. 00

$ 4032. 00

(Th i s is t h e act u al co s t o f d i r ec t l a b o r co m p u t ed b y s u m m a r i z i n g t h e
weekly p ay r o l l c a r d s - - c h a r g e t o d i re ct la b o r clea rin g acc o u n t . )
(Charge d iff er en ce

b e t w e en t o t al a c t u a l d ir ec t l a b o r co s t p e r th is
e x h i b i t a n d t o t a l l a b o r c o s t E x h i b i t 4 ( L a b o r on s t a n d a r d s a n d
lab o r n o t o n s t a n d ard s ) t o wage ra t e va r i a n c e an d c re d i t d i r e c t
lab o r cl ea rin g acc o u n t . )

EXH IBIT 5

Summary of the Direct Labor Standard Cost Method
The method of accounting for direct labor, under a standard cost procedure
may be summarized in the following manner:
1.

Establish standard time for performing each direct labor operation.

2. Establish standard wage rate classes for representative pay range groups.
3• Establish standard (direct) labor cost for each opera tion ba sed on 1 and 2 above.
4. Use da ily time card for reporting produ ction in terms of qua ntity and actual hours
and compute standard hours for actual production.
5. Post actual hours by product class to weekly payroll card to enable computing earnings for pay checks and to provide information for the la bor distribution journal.
This will reveal actual direct labor cost by product class and indirect labor costs
for the month.
6. Post daily actual hours by product classes and wage rate classes to actual direct
labor hours summary. Add columns for monthly totals and extend at appropriate
standard wage rate class to compute cost of actual hours at standard wage rates
for labor on standa rds and not on standards.
7. Post daily standard hours by product classes and standard wage rate classes to
standard direct labor hours summary. Add columns for monthly tota ls and extend
at appropriate standard wage rate class to compute standard direct labor cost (standard hours at standard wage rates).
8. The method of computing the monthly inventory entries and variances are as
follows:
a

Actual payroll — Charge actual payroll, item 5, to a direct labor clearing account.
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ST AN D AR D D I R E C T L AB O R HO U RS S U M M AR Y
Prod. Class
100
W a ge C l a s s
1 2
3
25 20 22
27 18 20

D ay
M
T
W
T
F
S
S
Total

Prod. Class
200
W a ge C l a s s
1 2
3
E t c.

P rod. Cl ass
300
Wage Cla ss
1 2
3

Prod. Class
400
Wage Cla ss
1 2
3

St andard Hours

Mont h
Total,

575 4 05 360
( S t a n d a r d h o u r s e x t e n d e d a t s t a n d a r d w a ge r a t e s g i v e s s t a n d a r d d i r e c t
l a b o r c o s t o f p r o d u c t i o n - - t h i s i s c h a r ge d i n t o p r o d u c t i o n i n v e n t o r y
an d c re di t d ir e ct l a bo r cle aring account. )

EXHIBIT 6

b Standard cost of production— Charge standard labor cost, item 7, (standard
hours at standard wage rate) to production inventories by product classes and
credit direct labor clearing account.
c Cost of direct labor not on standards — Charge labor cost not on standards,
item 6, (actual hours at standard rates) to cost of sales and credit direct labor
clearing account.
d Performance (efficiency) variance — Charge difference between labor cost on
standards, item 6, (actual hours at standard rates) and standard labor cost,
item 7, (standard hours at standard rates) to performance (efficiency) variance
and credit direct labor clearing account.
e Wage rate variance— Charge difference between total labor cost on standards
and not on standards, item 6 above, (total direct labor actual hours at standard
rates) and the actual direct labor cost, item 5 above, to wage rate variance, and
credit direct labor clearing account. This entry should close out the direct
labor clearing account with the exception of the odd penny differences which
should of course, be closed out in this entry.

Standard Costs for Manufacturing Overhead
This paper has been limited to a discussion of material and labor costs. The
problems involved in accounting for and controlling overhead, in any refined
sense, are in themselves a major subject. However, for the purpose of a starting
point in developing standard cost method, it should be sufficient to charge manufacturing overhead into the production inventory accounts at an estimated
(standard) rate on standard direct labor cost. It is suggested that separate pro28
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duction inventory accounts be maintained for manufacturing overhead following
the same breakdown as for direct labor. In this manner, the overhead in inventory can be readily adjusted if too large a difference develops between the actual
and estimated rates. The difference between the actual overhead and the overhead absorbed at the estimated (standard) rate will be charged or credited to
overhead variance accounts.
Recapitulation
This paper lays out an idea which is a start in the thinking of small business
in the use of standard cost accounting. The first step is the most important step,
so take a practical simple step. Set material and labor standards in the beginning stages at the best estimate or measure which is practical within the given
company. Grow step by step from a very simple beginning. Do not try to jump
from the ground to the top of the ladder. More ventures into system revisions
have been abandoned because too big a change is made in the beginning. Both
management and employees become discouraged by the flood of work and cost
of drastic changes.
It should be remembered that the plan illustrated herein is a rough plan, but
this is generally the starting point for the small business segment of industry.
Further, it should be remembered that a practical standard cost accounting system will generally resolve the paramount problem of reliable monthly operating
statements for small business.
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Project Costing in a Research Laboratory
by A. J. GALLANTIER
Assistant Office Manager, Research and Development Department, Socony -Mobil Oil Company', Inc.,
Paulsboro, New Jersey

This description of a procedure for accounting for projects within a
research department in such a manner as to reveal information useful
for management has current interest in that many companies are newly
emphasing the research function. The reader is carried through the
procedure by means of illustrations. Underlying it is a philosophy
looking toward improvement of accounting for management purposes
with research project cost accounting serving as an example of application of this philosophy.

is slowly but assuredly gaining a place of
T Importance with top line management.
This is no coincidence or accident,
HE FUNCTION OF ACCOUNTING

but rather a result of management recognizing the value and benefits supplied
by the accounting profession in serving as a valuable device of management as
well as an indispensable safeguard of stockholders. One development evidencing
this growth is project cost accounting. It is the purpose of this article to outline,
in a simplified manner, the techniques employed by Socony -Mobil in their research laboratory for recording and stating business transactions as they apply to
specific projects.
Objectives of Project Cost Accounting
Our objectives in setting up the project cost accounting procedure for Socony Mobil were as follows:
I. To aid management in regulating project
costs and effecting cost reductions.
2. To satisfy the requirements of special
committees in considering the costs of
projects falling within the scope of their
interests.
3. To satisfy the requirements of public
auditors where billing for services is involved.

4. To effect the correlation of project cost
reports and project budget presentation.
5. To improve the accuracy of the cost
data compiled.
6. To establish a uniform procedure of determining and reporting laboratory costs.
7. To expedite the summarization of project
costs thru the use of tabulating equipment.

Before listing these objectives in a decisive manner management was consulted
to determine their "foremost" requirements and their suggestions were included in the objectives and enabled a determination of the degree of accuracy
needed in reports.
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Distribution of Labor and Overhead to Projects
I n o r d e r t h a t t o t a l l a b o r a t o r y c o st s m a y b e in cl u d ed in a l l a ct i ve pr o je c ts, acco u n ti n g tech niq u es clea rly defi ned a n d pr op er ly co de d, mu st be de v e l o p e d in
so me d et a i l. T h e d ist r i bu t i o n

of

la b o r a n d o v er h e a d

is th e

k e y t o th e pr o je ct c ost

a cc ou nti ng system fo r the research la bora tory at Socony- Mobil. T h i s
ca u se ex p e ri e nc e o v e r a p e ri o d

of

is so

be-

ma n y y e a r s ha s pr o v en i t i mp r a ct i c a l t o c h a r g e

ou t to specific projects th e va lu e of ma teria l a n d su p pl ie s. Co nse qu en t ly , the
fo l l o wi n g p r i n c i p l e s o f d i st r i b u t i o n we r e fo r m u l a t e d a n d a p p r o v e d :
1. The general principle of the project cost accounting procedure is that all direct
project labor, including that of service departments, should be charged to the specific
project receiving the benefit of such labor.
2. All other labor of a nature that benefits more than one specific project, including
indirect overhead, should be equitably spread over all projects.
3. The cost of ma teria l, supplies and equipment may be charged direct to projects or
pro- rated, according to the policy of the laboratory considering the problem. The
type of material and equipment purchased for general research work is so interchangeable, however, that direct cost accounting could very easily prove more
burdensome and costly than the benefits to be derived from such a procedure. Consequently, we have elected to pro -rate this type of cost.
4. Appropriation costs applicable to specific projects should be charged to projects
receiving the benefit of su ch work. All other construction costs should be charged
to overhead and pro -rated equitably over all projects.
5. The method of distributing overhead and other pro -rated charges must rest with
the appropriate level of management responsible for the unit. The research and
development department management has approved a procedure whereby laboratory
overhead is distributed to project sections on a percentage of manpower in each
section as against the total project manpower in the laboratory.
6. In turn, section overhead is pro -rated to projects on a percentage of project man
hours worked.
7. Service groups such as machine shops, carpenter shops, pipefitters, insulators,
painters, analytical groups, performing duties of a general nature, should charge
their time to the groups who originated the work requisitions.
S. Service groups performing duties of a plant maintena nce a nd repair nature shou ld
charge their time to general overhead.
9. Administration, office, cafeteria, industrial relations, library, safety and fire prevention groups should charge their time to general overhead, since their services are
all- inclusive and applicable to all departments.

Collection of Labor Time Information
T h e ori gin a l sou rce record fo r pro je ct cost a cc ou nti ng pu r p ose s

is

the ti me

di st ri bu ti on r ec or d. T h is r e co rd m a y be i n t he fo rm o f a d a i ly , wee k l y , bi - wee k l y
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DA IL Y TI M E D I S TR I BUT I O N S H E E T
RESEAR CH k D EV ELO P MEN T D EP A R TMEN T
P R O J EC T C O S T A C C O UN TIN G
Mon th .J an ua ry

1953

Section : R esearch
Technical
O
N o n - T e c h n i c a l C3

Check
On e

Th e f o ll o w i n g c o d e s t o b e u s e c f o r
abs ences:
55 0
55 1
55 2
55 3

PROJ ECT

A C TI YI TY

PR ODUC T

A S S T.
SECT.

Ho lid ay s
S ick n es s
Va ca tion
O t h er P aid A b s en ce

TO T A L

1

8
32
104
32

8

176

8

2

3

4

5

550
400
40 0
400

00 00
10 51
3083
20 39

10
20
20

20
30
30

30
30

A N D T O TA L
EM P L O YE E ' S N A M E

Jo h n Do e

BA D G E N O .

8

a

c

AC C O UN T
CODE

-

8
8

8

50 00

EXHI BI T 1

or monthly time sheet, depending upon the payroll periods in the organization.
The research laboratory uses a weekly time record for employees on the biweekly payroll, in order to spread the work load for the tabulating group and a
monthly time sheet for employees on the monthly payroll. The monthly time
distribution sheet must be submitted by every employee on the monthly payroll
in order to balance out with payroll control figures. Secretaries prepare and submit time data sheets for line management while supervisory personnel are
authorized to charge their time to their respective plant or section overhead.
All other employees are required to follow the coding system outlined in the
chart of accounts or project list. Exhibit 1 shows the major portion of the daily
time distribution sheet employed in our procedure at Socony.
Employees on the bi- weekly payroll record similar information on weekly
tabulating cards, from which the tabulating group key punches the data. These
employees record all hours paid during the period covered by the payroll distribution card. Since the project cost data is accumulated on a calendar month
basis and the payroll prepared on a bi- weekly basis, and in view of the fact
that the weekly time distribution card is used to accumulate the required information for accounting, project cost work and bi- weekly payrolls, it is often
necessary to use two sets of weekly payroll distribution cards in the last week of
32
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each month to take care of accrued payroll when the last day of the month does
not coincide with the bi- weekly payroll period.
Time distribution is recorded in tenths of hours and separate entries are
made for each different charge and for rates of pay other than basic. Hours
worked overtime by employees subject to the wage and hour laws are recorded
on the weekly payroll distribution record by showing the actual hours worked
plus premium time. All weekly payroll distribution cards are checked against
the weekly time cards each week for the preceding period under review in order
to make certain that total hours for each record are in balance. During this checking process, the payroll group is responsible for inserting rates other than basic
such as shift differential and temporary rates. All weekly time distribution
cards are checked by a delegated responsible employee for the verification of
the accuracy of project, activity, product and overhead charges. The work is
staggered in order to spread the work load in the tabulating department.
The heart of the tabulating system is the punched card which receives numerical characters that eventually interpret all the facts and figures, the ultimate
product of the procedure covered in this presentation. It is important, therefore, that a comprehensive and systematic tabulation of all applicable codes be
prepared in manual form and distributed to all employees who will have occasion to utilize the coding system.
Determining an Adjusted Labor Rate to Cover Overhead
The objectives of the project cost accounting have been discussed and the
basic data that must be included in the punched card has been indicated. At this
point an attempt will be made to connect the data that has been manually applied to the weekly payroll distribution card and the monthly time distribution
sheet to the actual tabulating operation and the final printed result.
At the beginning of each week, as well as at the start of each month, all time
distribution cards and sheets for the previous periods are collected and turned
over to the tabulating department where they are put through the sorter and
classified according to the method of distribution and account codes. The tabulating group then makes a run of laboratory overhead, section overhead, outside
charges for billing purposes, appropriation charges and project charges. This
run, in multiple copies, indicates the working group, the group receiving the
charge, account code, technical and non - technical hours and technical and nontechnical cost. The cost is calculated from actual payroll rates on file with the
tabulating section. The basic run is then submitted to the accounting department where it is used as a work sheet in calculating the adjusted hourly rates
SEP TE MBE R, 19 55
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STE P S IN D E TER M ININ G AD J US TE D LABO R RATE
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EXHIBIT 2
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which include all direct and indirect project labor, all other labor, laboratory
overhead, section overhead, taxes, insurance, labor burden cost and all other
charges which must balance out to the total laboratory cost for the month under
review as reflected in the accounting department's books.
The calculation of the adjusted hourly rates is somewhat complicated when a
breakdown of the costs between technical and non - technical personnel is desired,
which is the case in our laboratory. However, it is possible to outline the formula that closes the gap between the basic payroll rates, as taken from the original source record, the time distribution record, and the total cost of the unit's
operation as reflected in the general ledger. Steps 1 to 6 of this calculation are
shown in Exhibit 2. Step 1 reflects the basic tabulating run showing the direct
hours and cost broken down by sections, technical hours and cost, and nontechnical hours and cost.
Step 2 shows the section overhead, also broken down by sections and between
technical and non - technical hours and cost.
Using the data in Steps 1 and 2, Step 3 is a reconciliation of laboratory overhead. From the general ledger, the total cost of laboratory operation for the
period under review is picked up. To this is added the value of our service
income account, in order to arrive at a gross cost of operation.
Total laboratory overhead cost is computed by deducting from the gross cost
the sum of ( 1 ) the established project labor cost; (2) section overhead and
(3) special expense appropriation cost, which is developed from the appropriation ledger. The net result of this reconciliation is the total laboratory overhead
which must then be prorated to project groups.
Step 4 is a breakdown of total laboratory overhead to each section. The
mechanics of pro - rating to sections on a percentage of project manpower is
shown in this step in Exhibit 2.
Since separate costs for technical and non - technical personnel are maintained,
Step 5 develops the percentages of technical and non - technical hours. In Columns 16 and 18 the total laboratory overhead for each section is multiplied by
these percentage figures which gives us the technical and non - technical cost of
laboratory overhead for each section.
Step 6 illustrates the computation of the technical adjusted hourly rates for
each section. This is accomplished by adding the direct project costs, section
overhead cost and the laboratory overhead cost for each respective section. Project hours are then divided into this total, the quotient being the adjusted hourly
rate for each respective section. Exactly the same procedure as Step 6 is applied
when non - technical costs are developed.
A recapitulation of total adjusted costs, as indicated at the lower righthand
SEPTEMBE R, 1955
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EXHIBIT 3

corner of Exhibit 2, shows that the totals for technical and non - technical cost,
arrived at by multiplying total project hours for each section by the adjusted
hourly rate for each section, plus the appropriation cost, amounts to the same
figure taken from the general ledger as shown in Step 3. The small difference
between the two figures is due to dropping or adding the fifth digit of the
hourly rate. The accounting department then forwards the schedule of adjusted
hourly rates for each section to the tabulating group. There these respective
sectional average rates are applied to each group of punched cards and the final
report for the period under review is printed on continuous master hekto carbon, from which the required number of copies are reproduced and distributed.
Preparing and Using Summary Information
The finished product of the procedure discussed here (Exhibit 3) represents
a theoretical project cost summary. At the end of the year, total hours for each
project are converted to man -years and this is used in reporting manpower and
cost in our annual reviews. The completed summary is then distributed to supervisory technical personnel who use this report as a working record in the preparation of their project accomplishments and costs for the given period ,eider
review.
The utilization of tabulating equipment in the preparation of our summaries
and reports provides the required flexibility in reporting costs by programs,
departments, products, activities, or by any group that is represented in the cod 36
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use.

ing system. Such flexibility would be impractical, and in many instances, impossible if the accumulation of cost data were on a manual basis.
Some years ago we enjoyed the simplicity of applying costs to projects through
the medium of estimating manpower and multiplying this amount by the average technical and non - technical rates. For management review purposes and
statistical requirements this method proved satisfactory. However, all good
things inevitably come to an end and as the company continued to expand its
activities, along with the fact that management started focusing a sharper eye
on operating costs, considerable attention was directed towards a greater degree
of accuracy in compiling cost figures, standardization of procedures and greater
utilization of machine accounting. A complete study of our methods and procedures resulted in the adoption of the system now in
The project cost accounting system is not a simple one. It has its complexities
and burdensome problems, such as education and the like, but it represents a
happy medium in satisfying the requirements of management and conforming
to sound accounting practices which are acceptable to outside auditors, and at
the same time, avoiding the pitfalls of a costly accounting system that would
involve the direct pricing of every nut, bolt and screw going into a specific
project.
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Product Costing to Support Price Differentials
by ROBERT G. TONE
Supervisor, Management Services Division, Ernst 8 Ernst, Certified Public Accountants,
Minneapolis, Minnesota

This paper concentrates on the difficult prohlern of developing product
cost differentials —in respect, primarily, of selling, distrihution and
administrative expense —which will validly support differentials in
prices, in the eyes of both management and regulatory bodies. There
is outlined a procedure for gathering statistics and allocating costs
so that meaningful reports can he rendered. Illustrative titles are used
to clarify points made.

themselves forced to give more attention to their
prices. They need a pricing structure which earns maximum profit yet
complies with federal statutes. Of key importance in thinking on this problem
is the view that the prices of each commodity should recover all costs, from
manufacturing through distribution, and in addition return a reasonable profit
margin. In a surprising number of cases some of the price brackets for a commodity may fail to recover all of the costs, let alone return a profit. To be sure
of a reasonable profit margin, a proper cost structure is a necessary prerequisite
to a sound price structure. In addition, the pricing structure becomes especially
important to firms which sell goods of like grade and quality in interstate commerce but charge different prices to different customers. The Robinson - Tatman
Act forbids a company to discriminate among customers in pricing if the discrimination may injure or destroy competition. A part of the act (Section 2 -a),
however, permits the seller to justify this kind of pricing practice by "differences
in the cost of manufacture, sale or delivery, resulting from different methods
or quantities in which such commodities are to such customers sold or delivered."
While the need is great, the approach to be taken or the method to use in
proper costing to support price differentials is relatively undeveloped. This
article outlines steps for a continuing or periodic study of product price and cost
relationships which can be used for this purpose.

B

USINESSMEN ARE FIN DI NG

Segregating Products into Price Categories
A company's published price lists usually show the list prices of its products
and the discounts from list price which the company gives to volume buyers or
to buyers on different levels of competition. However, this set of list prices and
38
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discounts should be compared to the prices which each class of customer has
actually paid. The comparison will show the degree to which actual selling
prices correspond to published price lists and an appropriate classification into
price brackets made. The breakdown into price brackets may be quite involved.
The product prices may vary between territories. If so, segregation should be
made by territories. This should be done in order to determine the amount of
price differential between the territories so the costs that prompted these price
differentials can be matched with them. Also, the products or commodities of a
firm may be segregated into homogeneous classes. In that event each class should
be evaluated to determine its method of sale, the type of customer, and the
degree of uniformity of the products within each class. If each of the product
classes are sold in a different manner, separate cost allocations may have to be
made for each. Also, if the customers who purchase one class of product are
distinct from the purchasers of another class of product, it would be necessary
to make proper segregations so that the related costs can later be measured
in terms of the sales in each class. Further, the degree of uniformity of the
products within each class should be determined. For example, assume the case
of an appliance manufacturer who segregates his sales into several classes, one
of which is air conditioning units. Assume further that a study of the type of
air conditioning units in this class found that the class contained all types with
a wide range of prices requiring varying methods of sale. Then it would be
necessary to establish, perhaps, several classes or sales categories by type of unit.
The cost segregations later made could be accurately appraised against each
respective class. Another factor which must be considered and evaluated in
defining the pricing structure is the degree to which the sales of one product
in the product line depend upon the sales of a related product in the line.
Finally, products should be analyzed according to the channels of distribution
through which the commodities are sold. From an analysis such as this many
price categories may be constructed and costs determined for each, as appropriate.
Gathering Statistics and Allocating Costs to Price Categories
The procedures presented for gathering the statistics on which costs are allocated are not intended to be all inclusive, but merely indicative of some of the
accepted methods used. These procedures are the means by which costs are assigned to price bracket classifications or product classes. The statistics needed
may vary with the problems peculiar to each firm and industry. But, in general,
they are comprised of ( 1 ) salesmen's calls statistics, ( 2 ) order and invoicing
SEP TE MBE R, 19 55
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S TA TEM EN T S H O W I N G C O MP UTA TIO N O F A M O U N T O F C O S T P ER D O L LA R O F S A LE S
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EXHIBIT 1

statistics, (3) time studies, (4) correspondence tabulations, (5) floor space
measurements, and (6) asset valuations.
Salesmen usually report their calls daily or weekly. The call report should
include the time per call as well as other pertinent information which will
enable the office to assign the call cost. In addition to reporting calls ,made,
each salesman should account for his indirect time, such as meetings and, conventions, so that proper disposition can be made of this element of cost.
The order and invoicing statistics include the number of orders or invoices,
the number of billing lines, and the number of invoice lines. Billing lines are
the lines used on each invoice to record the items billed. The tabulation of the
invoice statistics requires that each order first be coded to indicate its price
bracket class. After coding, tabulation should be by customer by price class.
The number of invoice lines is determined by multiplying the number of :heading lines on an invoice by the number of invoices and then adding to this total
the number of billing lines. The tabulation of heading lines on a representative
number of invoices will determine the typical number of heading lines per invoice. The heading lines are the lines used for name, address, date, invoice
number, and similar information. Time studies should be used wherever possible. The more common applications of time studies to this problem in accounting are on order picking and packing and salesmen's calls. Correspondence
tabulations are made to determine the basis on which the costs of typing pools,
filing personnel, etc., are assigned to the price brackets. The correspondence i;; first
classified as to kind, customer, or subject matter, depending upon how the cost of
this function is to be allocated. Then a representative number of pieces of correspondence is counted for each of the segregations. Weighting should be given,
based on time studies, to the length of each letter or piece of correspondence.
Floor space measurements should be made to arrive at the space occupied, first,
by the major divisions or functions of the company. An "occupancy" cost per unit
40
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of floor space is then computed and allocated to each function on the basis of
units occupied by each. "Occupancy" costs will include rent, light, heat, depreciation, insurance, and taxes on the building, together with normal cost of maintenance and repair. The asset values of the office equipment should be determined
as the basis on which the cost of this equipment is allocated to each function.
First, an inventory is taken of all equipment and each item of equipment is classified into the function in which it is being used. Second, the asset value is assigned to each unit. The asset values in each function are then totaled, together
with a grand total for all of the asset values. These values are then used to
assign the costs which follow asset valuations to the respective functions.
Costs which normally vary with the quantities or methods in which commodities are manufactured, sold, or delivered can be segregated in three broad classes;
namely, those which can be charged directly, those which can be readily assigned, and those which do not readily lend themselves to allocation. List
separately the costs which can be charged directly to price bracket classification
then assign them to their respective classes. Often, these will include cost variations in products, bad debt losses, and advertising allowances. Costs for which
a factual and accurate method of assignment cannot be developed should be
excluded from the study. The bulk of the costs allocated to price bracket classifications fall into the category which can be readily assigned. Generally, these
will include all or portions of selling expenses, general and administrative
expenses, warehousing expenses, and transportation and delivery expenses. Each
of the detailed expenses within these groups should be analyzed and segregated
into allocable appropriate categories. The degree of segregation will depend
upon the content of each account and, of course, the refinement necessary for
measuring the price structure. Further, every allocable cost should be sufficiently
segregated to insure a high degree of correlation between the cost and the
measuring statistic which is used to assign it.
The principal selling expenses are sales supervisory and sales office costs,
compensation and expense of salesmen or representatives, and advertising costs.
Each of these principal types should be divided into subfunctions so that a factual basis of allocation to price brackets or commodities can be made. The
sales office costs may be analyzed to arrive at functional classes, like order handling, credits and collection, statistical, adjustments, etc. The cost of these
classes would then be assigned to the price brackets classifications using the
proper basis, such as number of orders, number of calls, and correspondence.
The compensation and expense of salesmen should be determined individually
so that the costs can be assigned separately. A division of the cost of each
salesman should first be made according to the amount of time spent on calling
SE PT EM BE R, 1 95 5
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EXHIBIT 2

or interviewing and other activities. This can usually be found by an analysis
of the daily time reports or by a limited time study. The cost of calls should
then be charged to their respective price bracket classifications. Advertising
costs should also be analyzed by function, such as institutional, point-of-sale,
and promotional. Certain portions, such as point -of -sale, may be applied directly
to price brackets. Other segments of the advertising cost may have to be excluded unless of a type that can be factually related to price bracket classes.
General and administrative expenses are composed principally of executive
salaries and expenses, general office and clerical expenses, and miscellaneous
expenses such as insurance, professional services, dues and subscriptions,
allocable portions of "occupancy" expense, and office equipment expense. Each
of these expenses should be analyzed and divided into subfunctions that can be
assigned to the price bracket classifications or excluded. The subfunctions of
office and clerical expenses may include general accounting, accounts receivable,
accounts payable, general files, executive compensation and expense, and credits
and collections. A selection of the proper basis of allocation should then be
made so that each could then be assigned to price bracket classifications. Those
costs for which a basis of allocation can not readily be developed would be excluded. The occupancy costs should be determined for each of the above subfunctions based upon the space each occupies. Occupancy costs thus determined
for each should then be allocated to price brackets on the same basis as the
subfunctions of general office and clerical expense. There is a relationship between certain general and administrative expenses and asset values of office
42
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equipment. These expenses include depreciation, insurance, taxes, and maintenance costs chargeable to the equipment. Such expenses may be divided
among the office subfunctions on the basis of the asset values of the equipment.
Warehousing costs should first be classified into two primary groups, namely,
stock handling costs and storage space costs. This broad separation should be
made because the stock handling costs are closely related to the methods by
which the products are handled, whereas the storage space costs are closely related to space occupied by each product. Each of the classes of warehousing
costs may then be further divided into amounts applicable to finished goods and
to raw materials and work -in- process. The stock handling costs can be segregated by time study, and the space costs can be segregated by space occupied.
Each of the respective groups of cost are then assigned to price brackets or
commodity classes on the bases of time and effort expended as evidenced by
time studies or space occupied by the various products.
In this manner, each classification of cost will be subdivided into functional
subclasses so that the basis of allocation applied to the subclass will be a representative of it. The work of assembling and relating the costs to the statistics
is an important step in cost determination to support price differentials. On the
one hand we have gathered the statistics. On the other we have separated the
costs. It now becomes necessary to put them together so that the results can be
used for our original purpose. Trial balances showing the account name the
amount should be prepared for each division of expenses, such as, selling expense, general and administrative expense, and warehousing expense. A suitable work sheet should then be prepared for each account in each trial balance
showing the statistics as well as the costs. The computations of assigning the
costs to the price brackets then can be made. The amounts assigned to each
price bracket are next entered in the proper account on the trial balance.
Reporting the Results
The results of this study should be reported in a way which shows clearly
the justification for price differentials based on the developed cost differentials.
The costs assigned to price bracket classifications may be expressed on a dollar
of sales basis or a unit basis. The dollar of sales basis is used generally in those
instances where the costs are applied to a community of products or a group of
products. The unit basis is more frequently used where the costs are applied
to only one or very few products. The computation of the cost per dollar of
sales is illustrated in Exhibit 1. As will be noted in the illustration this commodity is sold in four price brackets. Line 1 shows the sales at list price in
SEP TE MBE R, 19 55
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each of the four price brackets. Line 2 is the total cost which has been applied
to each of the price brackets. Line 3 is the ratio of the cost applied to the sales
at list price for each of the price brackets. As Line 3 shows, the cost per dollar
of sales at list price for Price Bracket 1 is $1.50, Price Bracket 2 is $1.00,
Price Bracket 3 is $.67 and Price Bracket 4 is $.50. If it were desirable to
show the costs on a unit basis rather than on a dollar of sales basis, it would
then be necessary to multiply each of the costs on Line 3 by the unit list sales
price.
The next step in reporting the results is to relate the price differentials to
the cost differentials and compare each price and cost differential with all other
price and cost differentials. Exhibit 2 makes this comparison on a dollar of sales
at list price basis. In Exhibit 2 the price scale or discount schedule for the
product is shown in Column 2. Column 3 shows the cost per unit of sales at
list price for each price bracket. Columns 4 and 5 show the cost differentials
and the price differenttals, respectively. Column 6 shows for each price bracket
the excess of the cost differential over the price differential (Column 4 less
Column 5) . Columns 6, 7, and 8 compare the excess of the cost differential
over the price differential with each successive price bracket. In other words,
in Column 7 the excess of the cost differential over the price differential between Price Brackets 1 and 2 is $.25 per dollar of sales at list price. Between
Price Brackets 1 and 3 it is $.33, and between Price Brackets 1 and 4 it is $.40.

Refinements Needed
There is much to be done in the area of distribution costs. However., an
approach along the lines indicated in this article seems to be the most appropriate. Undoubtedly many refinements will be developed, especially if the
promise of data - processing equipment materializes, but the procedures suggested
can do much at the present time to serve management in the difficult area of
product pricing.
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Accounting for Government - Furnished Material
on Defense Contracts
by GEORGE A. POWER
Supervisor of General Accounting, Navy Ordnance Division, Eastman Kodak Company,
Rochester, New York

Maintaining that government furnished materials should be costed
and treated as purchased items, this article suggests problems that will
otherwise arise and proposes an accounting system suitable for both
government and contractor on defense contracts. The benefits of the
system to the government and contractors are pointed out and possible
objections are considered.

PxncTtcE of government agencies to furnish certain types of materials,
is
I parts
or components on a no- charge basis to prime contractors holding deT

THE

planation.

fense contracts. This is government- furnished material. It presents two basic
problems and indicates two areas of endeavor that responsible contractors would
do well to consider. First, that day of reckoning, when material government furnished to an activity must be accounted for in terms of delivered product or
remaining inventory. It would seem wise, therefore, to provide adequate accounting records and controls at the outset of such a venture when the greatest
amount of knowledge concerning the problem is still available. Second, government- furnished material on one order or contract may or may not be the same
as that to be furnished on subsequent orders or contracts. In view of this, it is
advisable to build into the product cost history the value of all material, parts
and components regardless of the manner of acquisition.
In the paragraph to follow, an explanation will be given of one approach to
the government- furnished material problem that does much to meet these two
needs. Exhibit 1 affords procedural background to assist in following the ex-

A System of Accounting for Government - Furnished Material
At the time that the agreement is reached between the Government and the
contractor, the material to be government- furnished to the contractor is usually
known and becomes a part of the legal document. Each party assumes certain
obligations or responsibilities in relation to this portion of the contract. The
government agency involved must be prepared to make available in sufficient
SEPTEMBER, 1955
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EXHIBIT 1

quantities and in time to meet production schedules all such materials agreed
upon. The contractor, on the other hand, must take all the necessary precautions
to safeguard the material entrusted to him and demonstrate to the government
agency that it was used solely for the purpose intended. Therefore, it becomes :,Iecessary for the contractor to establish a system suitable for determining the extent
to which each party has fulfilled the agreement so that an equitable financial
settlement can be made upon termination or completion of the contract.
When the contract has been received and the materials to be government furnished are known, the following steps can be taken to develop such a system:
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1.

Dummy purchase orders for the material needed may be issued. This not Drily
informs the various plant personnel concerned of the types and quantities to be
received but also lays the groundwork for the issuance of such basic records as
receiving reports and defective material reports.

2.

When the material reaches the plant, it could be received in the same manner as
purchased material. Receiving reports might be created and the material subject to
the regular inspection procedure. A regular defective material report could be
issued for any material found to be defective and this material held pending disposition information from the cognizant government agency. It should be pointed out in
this connection that not all material need be returned for replacement. There will
be situations where it is considered in the Government's best interest to rework the
defective material rather than return it. A special series of jobs or accounts should
be established to collect the cost of such rework operations, since they represent
N.A.C.A. BULLETIN

expenditures that were not included in the original estimate and for which, if of
significant value, an upward adjustment in the allotted funds should be made.
3. Fair unit prices of the goods furnished should be requested of the government
agency.
4. As the production material is received it should be charged to the inventory accounts based on the prices furnished and credited to a contra account, government furnished material. The balance in this contra account represents the contractor's
responsibility for material supplied to him by the Government. As mentioned
previously, it must be accounted for in terms of material -on -hand or goods delivered. The account is reduced and the inventory accounts are relieved for the value
of any defective government - furnished material returned for replacement.
this technique, government - furnished material assumes the same role as
regular purchased inventory and becomes subject to the same control procedures.
They may be charged to work -in- process upon issuance and be subject to cost
variance analyses to determine production efficiency. If required, production
usage, spoilage, and balance -on -hand of all such production material may be
readily determined.

By

Use of the System for Accounting Control of the Material
To follow the periodic progress of the material furnished to the contractor
in relation to the contractual agreement, a report is prepared at regular intervals
listing in successive columns the part or material description, contract requirement quantities, quantities received and balances due. The system proposed here
provides the needed information. Also, additional information may be included
calling attention to any items running behind the delivery schedule, value of undelivered balance, and similar factors. It is this type of report that will point to
those areas, as the contract nears completion, where possible contract adjustments
will be required.
Certain benefits accrue to the Government from the proposed treatment of
government- furnished material. Many prime contractors are not only operating
government production contracts but have, as well, a government research and
development contract designed to improve the existing product. Usually this
contract will require various combinations of material, including government furnished material in one form or another, acquired on the production contract.
Under the suggested system, all such material used on the research contract will
be charged to that contract at the established values and credit for the material
transferred given to the production contract. From the view of government
accounting, this is desirable because material government - furnished to a production contract is paid for from "production" appropriations and the intent
S E P T E M B E R , 1955
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is that the material should end up in a production unit. By transferring the cost
of government- furnished material to a research and development contract, when
it is used by that contract, the result is that research and development funds are
used, as should be the case, and the corresponding amount is made available
for further production spending.
Another instance of benefits accruing to the government that stems from the
system is in "leader type" production contracts. These contracts are to contractors who, because of their knowledge of the product and its production
difficulties, are used by the government to provide technical services and material
to other contractors being established to produce the product on a fixed -price
basis. To reimburse the "leader' for the assistance and to collect cost information preparatory to charging the fixed -price contractor, the government awards
to the contractor, with the leader -type contract, a "job order" contract. 'The
obvious advantage to the government of pricing into the cost system any government- furnished material included in the units furnished to the fixed -price
contractor is that the job order and, therefore, the fixed price contractor is
charged for the value of all material delivered to him; not merely the portion
for which the "leader' incurred expenditures. To obtain information as to the
government- furnished items included in the many deliveries made in this manner, as well as their cost value, might otherwise prove to be a "practical impossibility" for the government. The proposed system accomplishes the task
automatically.
Appropriate Costs for Comparisons are Provided by the System
The proposed system of accounting for government- furnished material also
lends itself very readily to the problem of obtaining comparative cost figures
that can be used both in measuring production efficiency and as a guide to future
estimates and quotations. Comparison, a highly important tool of cost accountants, is greatly simplified by the use of the methods outlined. By pricing into
the cost system all material, regardless of the method of acquisition, any dangers to comparison that might arise because the material government- furnished
to one order or contract differed radically from that of another are eliminated.
Any cost variances between contracts then can be attributed to the contractor's
organization itself. Also, when government- furnished materials are not priced
into the inventory, dollar inventory level comparisons could conceivably show
a decrease from one period to another when, actually, inventories could be
creeping upward. Such false comparisons would result whenever there was a
substantial change in the nature and quantity of material being governnvent48
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furnished. When government - furnished material is priced, this situation is
avoided and the total inventory, government- furnished material and purchased,
can be evaluated and controlled as a unit.
The preparation of the estimate of funds required to fulfill the contract is
not hampered in any way by the inclusion of all material in the reproductive
cost. When the material is to be furnished is known, it is a relatively simple
task to reduce the total estimated cost by the value of this material at the unit
cost used in preparing the original estimate. In fact, a certain amount of flexibility is provided. Decisions are sometimes made increasing or decreasing the
kinds of material to be furnished after contract negotiations have been started
and estimates discussed. Again, alternate proposals under various government furnished material plans may be required. In either of these cases, with the
complete cost of the unit known, any variation of the material to be furnished
can be incorporated and the various possibilities readily compared.
Once the contract has been finalized, the remaining loose end to be tied down
is the relationship between contract reimbursable expenditures and the cost of
product delivered as recorded in the cost system. While it can be argued, perhaps, that the inclusion of government - furnished material in the cost of production complicates such a comparison, the reconciliation is not really a difficult
one and in no way outweighs the many advantages of the suggested system.
The relationship upon which the reconciliation rests is that the total contract
expenditures are equal to the cost of delivered product plus inventories -on -hand
less government- furnished material received. Since all of these figures are readily
obtainable, no difficulty should be experienced in preparing the reconciliation.
For the purpose of the reconciliation any usable government -owned inventory
available from previous contracts is considered as government- furnished material to the current contract.
Method Applicable to Cost -Type and Fixed Price Contracts
In summary, an accounting system for government - furnished material should
be one that best protects the interests of the Government and the prime contractor and that furnishes the most adequate cost data for efficiency measurement
and reproductive -cost usage. With some modification, the suggested system is
adaptable to both the cost type and the fixed -price contracts whenever the Government furnishes the prime contractor with material. The diagram below indicates the essential elements of the proposed system.
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Cost Control Standards for a Coal Mina
by WAYNE M. WALKER
Assistant Works Auditor, Coal Mines Works, Tennessee Coal and Iron Division
U. S. Steel Corporation, Fairfield, Alabama

It is not uncommon to hear that meaningful .standards cannot be set
in operations in which volume of production may change sharply in
response to outside influences. In this very informative and interesting
case study, the methods used by a coal producer in developing appropriate standards are presented. Standards and reports for control at
lower volumes of operations are described with indication of appropriate bases of standards for long range planning and inventory valuation. Illustrations give considerable detail to the presentation.

In which the predominant portion
of conditions affecting production rate are man -made and hence can be
measured and /or controlled, underground coal mining conditions are primarily
determined by nature. It is a simple matter to compile the operating costs and to
convert these costs to a cost per ton. It is, however more difficult to relate the
actual costs to what these costs should have been under the conditions prevailing.
To control mining costs effectively, realistic standards must be ascertained.
In order to present this case study in as simple a manner as possibl °, the
subject will be developed in three sections, as follows: (1) An attempt will be
made to clarify certain terminologies peculiar to mining and to provide a general
description of the mining process; (2) a broad description will be given of a
former system of standards which was found to be inadequate; and (3) an
outline will be furnished of the development and application of the standards
now in use, together with graphs and forms.

U

N LI KE M OST M AN U FA CT U R I N G PROCESSES

Coal Mining Terminology and Background
As a start in clarifying certain terminologies used and to provide a better
understanding of the processes to which the standards and cost control system
applies, a brief description of a typical sectional operation seems desirable.
Operations at the mine working face involve extraction of coal as found in the
natural seam formation. The thickness of the coal seam varies and is separated
by one or more rock partings of as much as 46 inches in thickness. All materials
are mined and delivered to the surface, where washing and screening operations
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separate usable coal from rock and other diluents. Specific areas within the
mine are defined as sections. To each of the sections is assigned a producing
crew, a direct sectional service crew, and a section foreman as supervisor. The
boundaries of a section are established by mining engineers. The primary openings in the section consist of headings and air courses driven on parallels with
separating pillars, and on angles with the mine main line haulageway. The headings and air courses are driven on an average of 18 feet in width, extending from
the main haulageway to the company's property boundary. The pillars of coal
separating these headings and air courses vary in size in each locality depending
on roof structure and the amount of natural support deemed necessary to protect the working area. Cross cuts, driven at right angles to and connecting the
headings and air courses, serve as a basis for better air circulation and for increasing the percentage extraction. The several openings in a section normally
provide a minimum of four working faces in which a sequence of operations
may be developed. This sequence consists of undercutting the face with a mining machine and the preparation of drill holes; charging the holes with powder
and exploders, and blasting; loading the coal and rock for delivery to the
surface, and cleaning and squaring up the face, i.e., quarrying down loose
coal and rock; and setting roof supports, either timbers or roof bolts, and the
removal of any obstruction to the operation that is to follow. This cycle may
be repeated on each operating shift as often as feasible depending on the number of faces available, the type and capacity of mining equipment in use, and
the natural physical conditions encountered in the section. The results of each
blast in a particular face is commonly referred to as a "fall ". These activities
require the use of sectional mining equipment which includes a mining machine
for undercutting the coal, a loading machine, two shuttle cars for transporting
coal and rock from the loader to mine cars, and a locomotive for switching the
mine cars. A sectional labor crew is also required, which varies in size depending
on mining conditions, but includes a mining machine operator and helper, a
loading machine operator and helper, two shuttle car operators, a locomotive
motorman, a trip rider or switchman, and other crewmen to handle supplies,
place roof supports, install ventilation material, and similar items.
Inadequacy of Former Standards
In the past, the approach to determining the proper standard production of
raw coal (tipple weight) and usable coal has been for the industrial engineer
to visit each operating section near the end of each month for the purpose of
obtaining data necessary to determine standard shift production for the ensuing
SEP TE MBE R, 19 55
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EXHIBIT 1

month. This data included the total seam height, the inches of rock included
in the seam, the width of the working faces, and the type of equipment utilized.
From this data, he computed the number of tipple weight tons and usable tons
per fall of raw coal. Based on the type of equipment utilized, face time (eight
hours minus travel time from portal and return), expected delays, physical conditions, etc., the industrial engineer established the standard number of falls per
shift. Standard production per shift was developed by multiplying the tons per
fall by the standard number of falls per shift. This method had certain undesirable features and, as a result, the subject was studied with an objective of
developing a system which would permit evaluation of the various factors, require an absolute minimum of judgment in the application, and provide for
easy change in application whenever one or more factors changed.
Development of Improved Standards
The problem was simplified by the conception that the proper measurement
of production rate is volume of material handled, rather than weight of either
32
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raw coal or usable coal. This concept assumes that if the fall of raw coal has
been properly prepared so that there are no extremely large pieces of rock, the
loader can load two tons of rock in the equivalent time required to load one
ton of clean coal. Following this line of thinking, the next logical conclusion
was that, if loading time required is contingent on volume rather than weight,
then a larger fall of raw coal, up to the full capacity of the loader, would result
in an increased number of cubic yards loaded per hour, but not necessarily in
direct proportion. Loading time for each fall has certain relatively constant
components, such as time required for tramming from one fall to another, gas
testing, roof testing, and connecting spray lines. Thus, it was concluded that the
proper basis of standards was in terms of cubic yards of material loaded per
loader operating hour (face time, exclusive of delays).
Through use of tipple weight and usable tons per fall and use of specific
gravities of rock and coal, average cubic yards per fall were determined by
months for each section operating a Class "A" loader for a representative period.
The total monthly production for each section was converted to cubic yards and
the cubic yards per loader operating hour was determined. These monthly cubic
yards per loader operating hour for actual size of fall were plotted on a scatter
diagram (Exhibit 1), with cubic yards per operating hour on one axis and cubic
yards per fall on the other axis. A trend was soon apparent that the cubic yards
per operating hour did tend to increase as the size of the fall increased. However, it was noted that certain sections deviated appreciably from the trend. It
was assumed that the principal cause for deviation was differences in effect of
physical conditions experienced from section to section.
After a study of the various factors which would affect production rate of a
particular type of equipment, it was decided that the significant factors were:
roof conditions, bottom conditions, haulage distance (loading point to sectional
side track), grades, power, rib conditions, and rock in seam (excessive thickness). Based on engineering studies and observations, the various degrees of
adverse conditions for each of the above factors were defined, classified (as A,
B, C, etc.) , and evaluated as to percent adverse effect on production rate. A
form (Exhibit 2) was prepared, and based on recorded data and knowledge
of operations, the industrial engineers classified the physical conditions each
month. These reports were approved by the mine superintendent. The letters
S, O, N, D, denote the months of September through December.
The actual cubic yards per operating hour for each section were modified
for the effects of adverse conditions encountered so as to reflect preformance
for all good conditions. These revised cubic yards per operating hour were entered on the scatter diagram as a large black dot. Upon completion of the plotSEP TE MBE R, 19 55
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EX HIBIT 2

ting of the data, adjusted for conditions, it was obvious that a high degree of
correlation existed. Theoretically the trend line of production rate starting at
zero would be a parabola which would rise sharply in the lower ranges with
increases in size of fall and gradually tend to level off. However, in the range
involved, the trend line apparently approached a straight line, therefore the
line of regression was determined through the use of the formula:
MXz • 2;Y —EX • y,XY
Y. = a + bX when a = —
N • TX 2— ( I X ) 2

b

N•EXY —BX•BY
N•EX

2— ( 2 ; X ) 2

Where X — cubic yards per fall, Y — cubic yards per operating hour, and N
number of cases. The line of regression was plotted on the scatter diagram
and inspected to see that it was a reasonable line of best fit. After review and
test applications, the line was accepted for use as a basic standard production
rate for Class "A" loaders. Standard production rate lines were developed in a
similar manner for three other classes of loading equipment in operation. Standard production rate expressed in terms of cubic yards per operating hour thus
could be determined by reference to the graph and reading on the Y axis, the
cubic yards per operating hour for good conditions for a Class "A" loader with
a known fall size.
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However, the objective extended beyond mere determination of production
rate per operating hour. The aim was to establish a long range or standard
practice standard production rate per shift, detailing specific conditions expected to be encountered such as: seam height, composition as to coal and rock,
width of working faces, travel time, size of fall, physical conditions of roof, bottom, grades, ribs, and haulage distances and power conditions. In addition, for
cost control purposes, a statistical standard would be applied, based on conditions actually encountered at the time, with evaluation of the effects of differences by cause between the statistical budget and the standard practice standard.
In studying the possible methods of application it was observed that tipple
weight tons at a given usable coal yield can be substituted for cubic yards along
the X and Y axes of the graph and the production rate line in relation to the
size of the fall would remain unchanged. Similarly, usable tons for a given
yield can also be substituted along the X and Y axes without affecting the location of the proper production rate line. This relationship permits a surprisingly
simple application of the standard.
To determine standard usable tons per operating hour for good conditions;
1. Convert the constant cubic yards per operating hour (24.9) to usable tons at
actual yield through reference to a table, and add usable tons per fall multiplied by
the slope factor for the production rate line (.314).
2. Multiply (a) by operating time per shift after recognizing standard delay time.
3. Modify for effect of adverse conditions.

Reproduced below is a portion of the table referred to in Item 1 above:
TABLE OF NET TONS OF USABLE C O A L FOR CU BIC YARD S
OF RAW C O A L AT CERT AIN YIELDS
Net Tons
24.9

Percent
59.0

Cubic Yd.

Cubic Yds.

.802

19.97

59.5
60.0
64.5
65.0
65.5
66.0

.806
.810
.847

20.07
20.17
21.09
21.21
21.29
21.39

.852
.855
.859

Usable Coal
—

1

Coal Yield

28.0
Cubic Yds.
22.46
22.57
22.68
23.72
23.86
23.94
24.05

The statistical budget for each section and analysis of difference by cause between such budget and the standard practice standard are developed weekly.
(Exhibit 3). For Lines 9 and 10 on Exhibit 3 refer to the above table and for
Line 16 refer to Exhibit 2 which is prepared by the industrial engineer and
approved by the mine superintendent. Since about one -third of the information
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EXH IBIT 3

on Exhibit 3 remains unchanged for a relatively long period, such data is preprinted to expedite preparation of the work sheet.
In or de r t o simplify explanation of the weekly development of the statistical sectional performance budgets, certain items appear in Exhibit 3 without
explanation as to source. Such data includes usable production, tipple weight
production and number of falls loaded. This information is a part of the daily
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controls. In the development of the daily control reports it was determined that
certain factors would be more readily adaptable to control and also that a prerequisite to reporting would be simplicity. For the latter purpose, the factors
incorporated into daily control reports generally have been presented in quantitative units only. The selected factors for daily reporting are: (1) manpower,
(2) production, (3) delays, (4) certain physical conditions under which the
crews work and (5) the volume of work performed, expressed in such terms
as working faces cut and shot, falls loaded and left ready to load by succeeding
crew, number of roof pins set, and number of cars loaded.

Application of Cost Controls Under the Improved Standards

'owl

The daily controls as developed serve two purposes. The first, and most important, of these consists of providing all levels of mine management with the
basis for a quick evaluation of the previous day's operating results. The second
function is to provide the data required by the accounting department for the
preparation of the longer term reports. This is accomplished by summarizing
and evaluating the quantitative data. The initial daily cost control report is the
sectional performance report. It is prepared by the section foreman and is
approved by the assistant mine foreman and the mine foreman after which it
is furnished to the mine superintendent and the accounting department.The
sectional performance report shows for each working place the status at the
beginning of the shift (cut, ready to load, pinned or not pinned, or squared up),
the height of seam, thickness of rock in seams, average depth of cut, number of
cuts made, number of falls shot, number of falls loaded, explosives used, rock
dust used, and status at the end of the shift. This report also shows number of
cars loaded each hour during the shift and the accumulated total; condition of
equipment at the end of the shift; and delays detailed by equipment number
and type, cause and minutes duration of each delay as well as direct time effect
on the loader. The cost control unit and section performance report is prepared from data assembled from the sectional performance report and the daily
distribution of labor report and a work sheet for accumulation of budgets, actual
and variance for delays. This report includes in addition to "day turn" (Exhibit
turn," "night turn" and a "total 24 -hour day."
4) information on
The budgeted falls, tipple weight production, usable production, producing
labor cost and service labor cost are determined from the sectional performance
budget section of Exhibit 3 (Lines 17 -24). The budgets for operating supplies
are based on ( 1 ) the standard dollar cost per fall for the approved shooting
and timbering plan for the section and (2), for other operating supplies, the
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standard rates per cubic yard converted to rates per ton, based on coal yield.
One of the most important factors of cost control is the degree of control in
the hands of the lower levels of supervision. The importance of control at the
section level is evidenced by the relatively high ratio of costs incurred at that
point to the total end - product costs and by the effects of sectional production
factors on cost elements incurred at other points in the overall mining and
washing operations. A major consideration for control reporting at this level
was the selection of terminology familiar to the section foreman and a determination of those factors in the sectional mining operation which would, when
properly controlled, result in favorable production and cost. The factors finally
selected were those previously referred to in the discussion of daily control
reports.
For weekly cost control purposes further divisions of these major production
and cost factors are made into components which, when studied from the standpoint of inter - relationship, furnish interesting and valuable control information.
An example of a Weekly Sectional Cost Control Report is shown as Exhibit 5.
A comparison of budget and actual production for the week shows an unfavorable variance from the budget in the amount of 254 tipple weight tons. The
budget was to cut, shoot and load 55.0 working faces for the period. Results
show unfavorable variances of 4.0 faces cut, 4.0 faces shot and 5.0 falls loaded.
Theoretically, the status of the operation at any given time would be one
working face in the process of being timbered and prepared for undercutting,
one face being undercut and drilled, one face prepared and blasted, and one
fall in the process of being loaded. The maintenance of this sequence, so that
a fall is ready to load at all times, is extremly important in attaining maximum
production. A section is operated two shifts per day, five days per week. The
section foremen in charge of these crews must operate as a team if the cycle of
operation is to be maintained at standard. The report is designed to indicate the
degree in which each foreman is off the prescribed cycle. The principal cause
of off -cycle mining is equipment delays. Underground mining equipment is of
necessity compact in order to maneuver in restricted areas. This compactness,
along with adverse working conditions such as dampness and restricted lighting,
contributes to equipment failures. Thus, the control of delays is a prime factor
in the cost picture. Since delays can exert such a pronounced influence on production, the average production per operating hour, which is an expression of
crew performance during actual operating time, is incorporated as a part of the
control report. Actual production per operating hour is determined by dividing
actual tipple weight tons for the period by crew face -time hours, less sectional
delay time. Budgeted production is developed by dividing the budgeted tipple
S E P T E M B E R , 1955
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EXHIBIT 5

weight tons for the period by the budgeted operating hours. Overall results show
that budgeted production per operating hour was attained with a favorable
variance for the day turn and an offsetting unfavorable variance for the night
turn of one tipple weight ton per operating hour. Therefore, the loss of 254
t i p p l e we i g h t t o n s c a n b e a t t r i b u t e d t o t h e a d v e r se e ffe c t o f d e l a y s i n e x c e ss of

budgeted allowance. Operation of the section involves the use of such operating
supplies as explosives, timbers, brattice cloth, concrete blocks and other ventilation materials, tools, lubricants, etc. Control of these elements is centered around
the requisitioning of requirements and their proper storage and handling after
delivery underground. Although the day shift section foreman is responsible
for ordering supplies for both shifts, control of usage by both section foremen
is essential for favorable cost. The sectional cost control report, which has been
described in the foregoing, is filed weekly in a pocket -size notebook, thereby
building a ready reference of comparable data.
Production and cost trends reports, consisting of three sheets per mine, .ate
also prepared weekly. One sheet is a recapitulation of sectional mining costs,
which presents by sections most of the data exhibited on the weekly sectional
cost controls as well as mine totals. In addition, coal yield and production data
and cost are shown on a usable coal basis. Another sheet shows by sub - respon60
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sibility, beginning with sectional mining, the costs of labor, operating supplies
and repairs and maintenance for the week. Other general costs such as salaries,
depreciation, taxes, wage vacation provision, welfare and retirement fund, coal
washing costs, services and utilities are also shown so that the total operations
cost, or the mine cost, for that particular week are obtained. These dollars of
actual costs are compared with budgets and variances are analyzed by cause.
The third sheet reflects the number of turns operated, men per day, total production for the period, budgeted and actual production per day, budget and
actual productivity of labor, and cost per usable ton shown as total budget,
total actual, and variance. Actual cost is also sub - divided into labor, materials
and supplies, and other elements of cost. These statistics are shown for each
week and month -to -date. Copies of the production and cost trends are furnished
all levels of mine supervision and top management.
A letter called the weekly analysis of operations is written to the general
superintendent highlighting the production, productivity and cost data for the
week and indicating outstanding favorable and unfavorable variances and causes
therefor, as well as significant changes from the previous week. Monthly summary reports and a letter called monthly summary of operations are prepared
principally for the higher levels of management, although copies of selected
sections, which are of particular interest to the division supervisors, are distributed to that group. These summary statements represent an accumulation of the
data which has been collected in the course of developing the short -term control reports.

Standards for Long Range Planning and Inventory Valuation
The foregoing explanations of the development and application of production rate standards, as well as the cost control system has dealt primarily with
the current or statistical budgets which are designed to measure performance
under conditions actually experienced. It should be pointed out that in addition
the final basis of measurement is the standard practice standard which is based
on long range conditions. Standard practice standards provide guide posts for
long range planning and are the basis of inventory evaluation. At standard
practice conditions there would be no difference between the statistical budget
and the standard practice budget since both are based on the same basic standards. The effects of differences between actual conditions encountered and standard practice conditions are called off standard conditions of mining. The off
standard conditions are detailed by the various causes, i.e., effect of physical
S E P T E M B E R , 1955
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conditions with appropriate breakdown, off standard travel time, and off standard shooting and timbering plans.
Dealing With a Complex Situation
The characteristics of coal mining operations are inherently complex, which
makes the problem of providing a satisfactory system of real cost control very
difficult. The experiences as brought out in this study have proven that through
coordination of effort by the operating, engineering, and accounting functions
a satisfactory solution can be attained. Coal is facing tremendous competition
from oil, gas, and electricity and because of this, the necessity for lower production costs is a matter of survival in many areas. Proper application of cost
accounting principles will provide a major means of keeping coal competitive
in our industrial picture.
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Costing for Contracting Stevedores
by FRANCIS L. DURAND
Chief Accoutant, Port Arthur Stevedores, Port Arthur, Texas

After pointing out the need for special types of cost information for
contracting stevedores, this article deals procedurally with means for
providing desired data. Because labor is the main cost element, it is
maintained that most costs can be related to direct labor cost and
assigned to specific activities accordingly. However, the procedure also
suggests the appropriate treatment for costs which can be considered
direct. It is indicated that the cost accounting necessary may be economically performed.

problems involved and procedures employed in cost T ing operations for a contracting
stevedore. Use of the term "stevedore,"
HIS ARTICLE DISCUSSES

in this sense, refers to one who employs labor, equipment, and materials in
rendering to operators of vessels service such as loading or discharging of cargo,
handling of stores, and securing cargo. The term "contracting" stems from the
fact that in most instances the equipment and materials to be furnished by the
stevedore and that to be furnished by the operator of the vessel, on which rates
of compensation are based, are set forth in a contract between the stevedore
and the operator of the vessel. Normally, the loading and discharging of cargo
results in compensation to the stevedore based on a piece or tonnage commodity
rate. The contracts also usually provide, however, for compensation to the stevedore for specific services rendered on the basis of actual labor cost plus fixed
percentages. Certain other costs, such as overtime pay, are ordinarily passed
on to the operator of the vessel.
Proper Costing Needed for Pricing and Control
Contracts for stevedoring operations are negotiated between the contractor
and each individual operator. In order for the contractor to be in a position
to negotiate profitable contract prices, it is a prerequisite that he be fully
aware of his costs with respect to specific operations. In the course of the
stevedoring operations aboard one vessel, the contractor may be required to
handle a variety of types of commodities, each of which may bear a different
commodity rate; perform services for which he is compensated on a cost -plus
basis; and incur costs with respect to overtime labor which are to be passed
SEPTEMBER, 1955
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EXHIBIT 1

on to the operator of the vessel. The computation of costs on such an operation, therefore, must be such that it is possible to estimate profits or losses on
each specific phase of the operation. Also, of course, such cost construction
provide a means of cost control.
Nature of Contracting Stevedore Operations
The principal cost incurred by a stevedoring contractor is labor. Ordinarily,
longshoremen are not part of the contractor's pemanent labor force. They are
members of labor unions who form a labor pool in a port from which all stevedoring contractors draw as needed. The pay scale of longshoremen is set by an
agreement between the labor union and all stevedoring contractors who operate
64
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in the area which comes under the jurisdiction of the union. Longshoremen
are employed in "gangs" each consisting of a certain number of men, one of
whom is the gang foreman. The gang foreman is the man who is responsible
for the longshoremen in his group insofar as carrying out the contractor's orders is concerned. However, a contractor may deem it advisable to retain
"walking foremen" to be assured of a source of supervisory personnel to meet
his requirements.
Equipment requirements of stevedoring contractors vary with the type of
services performed. The type of equipment required to efficiently load or discharge commodities depends upon ( 1 ) the type of commodity, and (2) the
method of operations. Normally, the contract between the stevedoring contractor
and the operator of the vessel provides for use by the contractor of facilities aboard
the vessel, such as winches and booms, free of cost to the contractor. The contractor will be required to furnish equipment which may be classified as ( 1 )
mobile equipment, and (2) other gear. Under the first category would appear
depreciable items such as lift- trucks, dock tractors, and trailers which require
maintenance by the contractor. The classification 'other gear" would include
items which could be considered expendable, such as slings, hooks, manila rope,
and pallets, and these may be either purchased or assembled.

Mefhods and Procedures for Collecting Stevedoring Costs
Many methods could be used in order to obtain adequate cost information
for a stevedoring contractor, but the method selected should be a balance between the importance of the information and the cost of providing it. In this
article, a system is described which does not require the services of personnel
at the scene of operations whose duties are restricted to the gathering of cost
information. Exhibit 1 sets forth a sample of the Daily Time Report used for
collecting labor cost.
The number of men employed in the operation is set forth on the front of
the time sheet, together with hours worked and applicable rates. The gang
hour cost for labor can then be worked out. For example, if the longshore
"gang" was composed of one walking foreman, one gang foreman, and ten
longshoremen, the gang hour cost would be $29.50. By referring to the reverse
side of the time sheet, the time spent handling each commodity may be computed by reading from circled figure to circled figure in the appropriate columns. Application of gang hour cost to the time breakdown thus derived will
result in labor cost applicable to each commodity, as follows:
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A
7:00 a.m. — 9:00 a.m.
9:00 a.m. — 10:30 a.m.
10:30 a.m. — 12 N.
1:00 p.m.— 1:30 p.m.

B

C

2
11/2
11/2
'/2

Total Hours

21/2

11/2

11/2

Labor Cost

$73.75

$44.25

$44.25

If the union agreement called for regular working hours of 8 a. m. to 5 p. m.
with a meal hour from 12 noon to 1 p.m. and an overtime premium of one half times the regular wage scale to be paid for hours worked outside of regular
working hours, the longshore gang would receive an overtime premium of
$14.75 for the hour from 7 a.m. to 8 a.m. This is not accounted for in the
illustrated cost analysis but will be included in the payroll for the period during which the operation took place. The contractor's records, because overtime
pay may be passed on to the owner of the vessel, may call for a separate accounting for this cost and payroll distribution handled accordingly. The time
sheet noted above, therefore, would be costed for the full amount of $177.
Costs of payroll insurance and payroll taxes, both of which are measured in
terms of percent of labor (15 percent in this illustration), may be computed
for any operation by simply applying appropriate percentages to labor cost of
each commodity.
The distribution of equipment usage costs by commodities will be based on
the time spent handling the various commodities, as indicated by the time
sheets. With respect to mobile equipment, through the experience gained from
past operations, the contractor may arrive at a cost of operations of varied units
on an hourly basis. For equipment rented, of course, this hourly cost is fixed
by the invoice of the lessor, due to the fact that such equipment is normally
rented on an hourly basis. The cost of furnishing slings, pallets, hooks, and
similar items will have to be allocated to stevedoring operations and commodities handled on the basis of some time unit or percentage. By reviewing past
operations, the cost of acquiring and maintaining these items may be determined
and converted to a percentage of direct labor or cost per hatch (gang) hour.
Continuing further, on the assumption that the contractor owns and operates
his own equipment, experience derived from past operations will allow the
contractor to determine the approximate average number of units of mobile
equipment required to handle any specific commodity. This factor applied to
the hourly cost of operating these units will result in a method of distributing
costs of operating mobile equipment to commodities handled.
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Now, assume the contractor has determined his cost of furnishing other gear
is $2.00 per hatch hour, that cost per hour for operating mobile units and number of units required per hour for handling various commodities are as indicated below. The cost of equipment usage, then, in the case of the operations
covered by the time sheet illustrated in Exhibits 1 and 2, would be as follows:
A

B

C

Mobile equipment:
2 li f t t r uc ks ( a $3.50 for 2 1/2 hrs.

$17.50

1 tractor @ $3.00 & 2 trailers @

$1.00 for 11/2 hrs.
1 lift truck @ $3.50, 1 tractor � ia
$3.00 and 1 trailer Qa $1.00
/ 2 hrs.
for 111
Other gear

$ 7.50

5.00

3.00

$11.25
3.00

$22.50

$10.50

$14.25

Materials furnished by a stevedoring contractor may be purchased as needed,
or stockpiled in order that the contractor may be assured of a sufficient supply
on hand at all times. In the former case, of course, the cost may be transferred
directly from the vendor's invoice to the cost analysis sheet. In such cases, the
important factor is the identification of vendor's invoices with related stevedoring operation, but this can be handled in the contractor's voucher distribution through the use of appropriate coding designators. Where a contractor
stockpiles these materials, however, he must determine a unit cost in order to
distribute the cost of materials used to appropriate operations. The determination of this unit cost is accomplished by accumulating cost of materials, labor,
equipment usage at the stockpile, and other costs of acquisition and dividing
the total by the number of units involved. The cost of transporting the material
from the stockpile to the site of the operations should be charged directly to
the operation requiring the materials. This computation, for dunnage lumber,
would be along the following lines:
Cumulative data for ....................... month period:
Dunnage

purchased ............................. ............................... 500,000 ft.

Cost ....................................................... ............................... $21,500.00
Labor at stockpile plus payroll burden applicable..........

360.00

Equipment usage at stockpile —
40 lift tr uck hours t7a $ 3. 50 ........... ...............................

140.00

Total Cost ............................. ............................... $22,000.00
Cost per M.S.F.T . ................................. ............................... $
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EXHIBIT 2

A cost method which provides for the use of rates to be applied to a determinable figure, such as the application of rates to hours in computing equipment
usage costs and application of rates to footage of dunnage noted in the foregoing illustrations, requires the use of variance accounts. The variance accounts
allow the contractor to determine, by a comparison of equipment and material,
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cost of actual operations with applied costs, whether rates being used are
realistic.
Where a contractor employs a group of walking foremen or superintendents
on a straight salary basis, the cost per hour for maintaining these employees
should be determined and distributed to actual operations. The hourly cost
is the result of the number of hours employed divided into compensation paid
plus payroll burden for a selected period. Or the same distribution could be
obtained by converting cost of having the services of these employees available
to a percent of direct labor for a selected period and distributing these costs
on the basis of direct labor. For example, assume the XYZ Stevedoring Company employed a stevedoring superintendent who was paid $10,000.00 annually,
and direct labor, exclusive of overtime premiums, for a selected annual period
was $750,000.00. The appropriate percentage (1.53) to be used in distributing
cost of supervision might be determined by adding payroll taxes and insurance
($1500) to the walking foreman's salary and dividing the total ($11,500) by
the direct labor cost ($750,000).
Direct costs, such as damages, not discussed above, may be readily distributed
to specific operations by employment of appropriate accounting codes. Invoices
covering cargo or vessel damage will designate specifically the operations during
which such damages occurred. In order to apply administrative overhead to a
specific operation, the contractor must determine a basis on which overhead is to
be distributed. Direct labor may be used. For example, suppose XYZ Stevedoring Company had administrative overhead during a selected year of $75,000
and its direct labor cost for the same period was $750,000. In determining the
rate to bid for handling a specific commodity, management must take into
consideration to other costs, 10 percent of direct labor cost to provide for administrative overhead, prior to arriving at a rate which includes an increment of profit.
Cost Reports to Compare With the General Ledger
The gathering of cost information must be performed in such a manner that it
may be accumulated and compared to general ledger accounts for the determination of variances. A method of doing this may be illustrated. Assuming that 60
tons of Commodity A, 30 tons of Commodity B and 40 tons of Commodity C
were loaded by the longshore gang covered by the time sheet illustrated in Exhibit 1, a sheet such as that illustrated by Exhibit 2 could be used to gather
the pertinent cost information.
The cost summary illustrated in Exhibit 2 may be varied to fit a particular
contractor's accounting system. However, it furnishes the basic information
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desired. During any single operation more than one longshore gang may be
required as, for example, when several hatches are being worked. In addition,
there may be periods during the time covered by the time sheets when the contractor is compensated for services performed on a cost plus basis or operations
are delayed due to factors beyond his control and he is reimbursed for his labor
cost plus taxes and insurance applicable to these periods (detention time). Such
information may readily be collected on supporting columnar sheets by cost (1assification, distributed to commodities handled, etc., and the total carried forward to the cost sheet or may be collected separately and entered only at the
time the cost sheet is prepared. At the end of any selected period the cost sheets
covering operations during the period should be summarized by cost classification and commodities handled. The cost classification summary may be used for
comparison to general ledger accounts and determination of variances with respect to payroll burden, equipment usage, materials, supervision, and overhead.
The commodities handled summary should indicate costs and units and a cumulative per unit cost, as well as the average loading (or discharging) rate per
hour.
What Management Gets
Management, in reviewing the commodities cost summary, may use the data
presented to go over the prevailing rate structure and correlate it with per unit
cost of handling varied types of commodities, or may undertake an investigation
of unit costs which appear to be out of line.
The method described herein may be converted to a method for estimated
costs in bidding on contracts to handle commodities for which the contractor
has no per unit costs based on past experience. The size of the longshore gang,
equipment required, and other appropriate information may be estimated and
an estimated gang hour cost computed. A number of units handled per hour
may be similarly estimated and the cost per hour converted to a cost per unit
which would serve as a basis for arriving at a per unit rate to be used for bidding purposes.
The system, procedures, and forms, submitted in this article are not intended
to represent those which would fit the needs of any stevedoring contractor.
However, application of the principles outlined herein, with appropriate variations governed by the individual operation, in the author's opinion, will result
in the obtaining of information which is of prime value as an aid to management in setting rate structures and controlling costs.
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Before the Fact Control of Material Prices
by NIESON N. SHAK
Assistant to the Treasurer,
Airborne Accessories Corporation, Hillside, New Jersey

Suggesting that material price variances should be determined at the
time the purchase order is issued, this descriptive article of a procedure for controlling material prices may be welcomed as an addition to
control accounting literature. Th e usual textbook approach to the
problem of material price control is examined critically in the first
sections of the article as a background for the rather detailed description of the method used as the author's company, an aircraft accessory
manufacturer. Evidence of the success of the suggested procedure is
supported by specific examples of cost savings.

published
articles and cost accounting textbooks reveals that much has been written concerning the methods of computing and reporting material price
variations from standard. These publications usually emphasize the following problem areas relating to cost
control of material prices:

A

SURVEY OF VARIOUS

I. Who should set the material price
standards? (purchasing, cost accounting, purchasing and cost accounting
combined, or other departments).
2. What basis should be used for setting
material price standards? (past, current,
or anticipated prices, or some other
basis).
3. When should material price variances
be computed? (upon receipt of vendor's invoice or at the time material is
issued from stores).
4. How should material price variances be
reported?
(Formally, on a weekly,
monthly, or quarterly basis, or informally, in verbal or written memo form).
5. To whom should the material price variance reports go? (Top executives, purchasing department, combination of top
executives and purchasing, or to other
departments).
S E P T E M B E R , 19 5 5

While individual authors had different
opinions regarding the problem areas,
practically all are unanimous regarding the use of vendors invoices as the
initiating point for all material price
analysis. Of course, it is very possible
that computing and reporting material
price variances at the time vendors
invoices are received can be an entirely
adequate cost control tool. But, why
wait until the material is received?
Why not initiate material price control
at the source —the purchase order?
Disclosure of an unfavorable price difference after the receipt of the invoice
can, in most cases, have little effect
upon the existing orders. However,
disclosure of a price difference upon
issuance of a purchase order can often
result in an amended or cancelled
order, with an immediate saving affected.
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EXHIBIT 1
Experience of Airborne Accessories

While the suggestion that material
price variances be determined at the
time the purchase order is issued is the
essential contribution of this article, it
seems desirable to indicate the answers
of Airborne Accessories to the five
basic questions.
I. Who should set the material price
standards?
Answer —The cost accounting department because it is in a better position
to assemble all the relevant cost data
than any other department. Examples
of such cost data are the daily receipt
of manufacturing cost information including revised production engineering
operation sheets and time standards,
copies of purchase orders, copies of
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prior quotations, vendor price lists, part
costs as indicated on subcontractor termination claims, and cost data obtained
for cost estimating. As an independent
staff department, the cost department
operates impartially and unbiased, and
is not subject to the influence of any
operating department.
2. What basis should be used for seling
material price standards?
Answer— Fair and reasonable current
prices based on existing market conditions. The material price standards are
set for the specific open requirement.
They are not used for inventory or ether
costing purposes, but for control only,
Accordingly, the particular quantity and
delivery schedule must be considered as
well as all other cost data. The standard set many either take the form of a
definite figure or a range of prices. Of
most importance, however, is the fact
that the material price standards arcs to
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serve purchasing as a guide as well as
a measure of performance. Past purchasing history is a guide but can often
be misleading because of specification
changes, substitute materials, and similar
factors.
3. When should material price variances
be computed?
Answer —Upon issuance of purchase order
or of purchase change order because
preventive control is preferable to "after
the fact" control. The best control of labor
costs is often daily measurement through
the use of day work or incentive standards.
There is no reason why material price
control should not lend itself to the
same type of regulation. Many of our
purchase orders call for long lead times
before the first delivery (3 to 6 months)
or call for stretched out deliveries (a 6
month to a year span). Determination
of an unfavorable price difference from
an invoice would be much too late.
4. How should material price variances be
reported?
Answer — By informal written memo,
verbally if necessary to avoid delay because compiling data for a formal report takes time. Delay of a week or
even a few days in pointing out an unfavorable price difference may negate
the possibility of amending or cancelling a purchase order.
5. To whom should the material price variance reports go?
Answer — Normally only to the purchasing department. However, copies of
memos may be sent to the production,
sales production engineering, or engineering departments if pertinent (rush
deliveries, substitute materials, particularly expensive design, etc.). Very rarely
to top executives. The purchasing department answers our memo with either
an amended purchase order, a cancelled
purchase order, or a satisfactory explanation of the price difference. W e have
never had the necessity of reporting a
price variance to the procurement director's superior. Top executives need
only be advised of unfavorable price
differences when they are directly affected (selling prices, procurement
policy, design policy, etc.).
Procedure for Controlling Material
Price Variances

An explanation of our type of business might better explain our reasons
S E P T E M B E R , 1955

for pursuing the above approach to
material price control. Airborne Accessories engineers, designs, and manufactures precision equipment for aircraft and industry. Our main lines are
electro- mechanical actuators and related systems. Actuators are motor
driven gear reducers generating motion in a rotary or linear fashion, and
are composed of from 50 to 200 precision gears, shafts, and other parts as
well as motor components. The raw
materials, such as bar stocks, wire,
castings, forgings, are purchased as
well as commercial screws, bearings,
and other hardware. Machined parts
are normally made in our own shops
except when our capacity is taxed by
unusually high volume. The Korean
police action generated such a volume.
Our purchasing department had to
place orders for many machined parts
and subassemblies that normally would
have been fabricated in our own shops.
The lead time on many of these items
was as much as nine months delivery
with schedules stretching out over two
years. Our system of material price
control was instituted to assist, as well
as to measure and control, the purchasing department. Our standards
were of immeasurable value to the
harassed senior buyers as well as to
the neophyte buyers.
Our process of material price control starts when a material requisition
is placed on the purchasing department by the material control department. The cost department receives
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STA N D A R D P R I C E R E C O R D
Re q . No.
Qu a n t it y
No t e s

11512

Date R e c d

750

F a ir V

5 -5 -55

Part No .. E 486 7M7 R ev. K
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V e r y s i m i l a r t o E 2 3 7 6 M 1 0 a n d E 3385M 15
PUR C H A S E D E P T.
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Ma x . V. $ 1 . 0 5 e a c h
By

JDS

Date

5 -9 -55

D A TA
Cu rr e n t Q u o t at io n s
F o x M f g. ' C o .
$ 1.08 each
A BC M f g. Co .
. 8 8 e a c h t - $75.
to o lin g
Do e C o . *
. 65 each
Jo h n C o .
1. 12 e a c h
X YZ C o .
no q u ote

no ne

• Very b a d q u ality re c o r d
Not e:

O n l y t h e f ir s t t h r e e l i n e s a r e f i l l e d i n b y t h e C o s t
D e p a r t m e n t . Th e P u r c h a s i n g D e p a r t m e n t a d d s
th e o th e r in f o rm a tio n fo r t h eir o w n u se .

EXHIBIT 2

a copy of this requisition at the same
time as purchasing receives the original. As soon as possible after the receipt of the requisition, the cost department compiles as much data as
is relevant and necessary for the establishment of a fair and reasonable
standard price (for the exact quantity
specified on the requisition, giving due
consideration to lead time and delivery
schedule). Copies of past purchase
orders and quotations are reviewed for
the part involved as well as for similar parts. Production engineering operation sheets are reviewed as well as
any current cost information available. Freight charges are considered
if they will have a significant effect upon the unit costs. The compiled data is
entered on a worksheet (Exhibit 1 )
and along with a blueprint is forwarded to the cost accountant. The cost
accountant then establishes the standard price or range of prices and forwards the information to the purchas74

ing department (Exhibit 2 ) . Copies of
all purchase orders issued are forwarded to the cost department and are compared with the recommended standard
prices. Unfavorable price differences
are immediately noted and a memo to
that effect is sent to the purchasing
department. No attempt is made to
delay the issuance of a purchase order
because of lack of a recommended
standard price. However, regardless
of time element, all purchase orders
and purchase change orders are compared with recommended standard
prices even though there has not been
sufficient time to pass on the price information to the purchasing department.
Examples of Success in Controlling
Material Price Variances

Our system of material price control has worked out most satisfactorily
and has achieved many worthwhile
savings. Three examples are presented
N.A.C.A. BULLETIN

to indicate the types of
achieved:

savings

I. Vendors quotations to purchasing on 790

pieces of one part ranged from $2.15
to $3.50 each. The cost department
reviewed some subcontractor subassembly termination claims and found where
one vendor was making the part for $.30
each by using special milling cutters.
The purchase order was placed at $30
each with this subcontractor. Savings
on this particular order alone amounted
to a minimum of $1,400.
2. A purchase order for 400 pieces of a
subassembly was placed at $6.00 each.
The cost department reviewed all of the
component details and advised purchasing that the vendor might be overcharging us by approximately $.75 each.
Within a few days a purchase change
order was issued reducing the price to
$5.50 each — saving $200.
3. A purchase order for 1000 pieces of a
part was placed at $5.50 each. A week
later the cost department received from
the production engineering department
a revised operation sheet for a similar
part with method and tooling changes
indicated and the time standards reduced by 25 %. Discussion with production engineering and purchasing resulted in the purchase order being cancelled and a manufacturing order
placed on our own shop for the 1000
pieces — saving $850.
Advantages of "Before the Fact"
Material Price Control

Naturally, our methods of controlling material prices may not hold for
other companies in that personalities,
organization, and operations vary from
company to company. However, we
firmly believe that control of material
prices at the source (purchase order)
is preferable to waiting for receipt of
an invoice. There is also no need to
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sacrifice cost and statistical data. Purchase orders can be tabulated by commodities and compared with the material price standards set for control
purposes as well as the standard costs
used for inventory valuation purposes.
Trends of control and material costs
can then be forecast much sooner
than by waiting until invoices are received. Typical advantages resulting
from this advance material price information would be:
I. Sales departments could be made aware
of material price changes days and
even weeks ahead of those competitors
whose accounting departments follow
the textbook approach to material price
variance computation and control.
2. Design engineering could be advised of
high cost raw materials and excessive
cost design features such as non- standard threads, special tooling, and fine
tolerances.
3. Production engineering could be advised of these material price trends so
that they might institute prompt cost
reduction programs.

A very important by- product of our
material price control procedure is the
continuous review by the cost department of manufacturing and purchased
part costs. Often the purchasing department can procure parts at costs
lower than can be obtained from our
own shops. All such cases are reviewed
and, when possible, open manufacturing orders are cancelled and the parts
procured. In addition, any similar or
related parts are reviewed to the same
end where practical.
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Separation of Material Variances
Through the Use of Base Standards
by KENNETH J. DASHNER
Staff Assistant to the General Accountant, The International Silver Company,
Meriden, Connecticut

The protest of separating material variance may be quite di5cult
when several products are made and several types of materials used.
This article illustrates bow one company handles the problem through
the use of base standards. The method suggested is considered appropriate when detailed analysis of material variances is not considered
essential.

T terial price variances are notma-of
O A GREAT MANY CONCERNS

much importance, either because material cost is a rather small item in inventories and sales or because the
variances themselves are small and not
of much consequence. However, at
International Silver, where inventory
values consist of nearly sixty per cent
material cost and are made up of such
expensive materials as silver, copper,
nickel, zinc and steel the separation
and analysis of price variances is essential. But our procedure is somewhat
unusual in that it is not feasible to
change standard material prices annually. Rather the standard material
prices are allowed to remain fixed for
a period of years until such time as
prices more or less stabilize themselves
at a new level and new standards can
be set which will be fairly close to the
market values of metals. Also, due to
the many product lines and the many
items in a given product line, to
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change material standards every year
to keep pace with the rapidly changing
prices of materials would be quite a
task. In addition a change would destroy many of our comparative records
with other years. Further, since calculation of product costs for price setting purposes are not computed on
standard material costs, but rather on
market prices with labor and burden
at standard, there is no need to change
standard material prices every time
the market goes up or down.
The Acco un ti ng Syst em Used

Each of our factories does its own
shipping and billing, has its own payroll and production departments, and
places its purchase requisitions through
a central purchasing department. The
factory accounting departments prepare and summarize the detailed factory production figures into reports
for the factory managers and the general accounting department. The genN.A.C.A. BULLE:riN

eral accounting department is responsible for comparison of actual with
standard costs and analysis of variations, and compilation of standard and
actual costs for inventory and cost of
sales valuation. It is also responsible
for checking and receiving all costs
for price setting purposes submitted
by factories, as well as the determination of accounting policy (under the
controller's direction), and general
supervision of factory and general accounts.
A system of "base standards" or
"base prices ", which are in effect
standards of measurement or yardsticks, provides a basis for the determination of standard costs, which are
also an integral part of the cost system.
The relationship of standard costs to
the yardsticks (base standards) results
in ratios which are used to determine
the monthly standard cost of production and sales, which are built up
cumulatively to provide a yearly total.
It should be noted that the base standards or yardsticks are different for
raw material, the various stages of
work in process, and finished goods.
In the case of raw materials the base
is pounds or ounces, for material in
process a fixed price per pound or
ounce, for labor and burden in process
the standard cost of labor and burden,
for metal stock a metal list price, and
for finished stock a retail list price (or
base price in case the line is not sold
on a list basis). It is against these base
standards or base prices that the standSEP TE MBE R, 19 55

and cost is measured resulting in a
ratio of standard cost to base standard.
These are the ratios that are used in
costing our raw materials, work in
process and metal and finished stock.
In contrast to the base standards or
yardsticks, the standard cost of the
article or line, is a continuous, cumulative cost, building up to the final
standard cost of the finished article.
All purchases of material and factory
transactions are expressed in both
standard and base standard form so
that ratios for conversion from one
base to the other are available at all
times.
Distribution of Material Price
Variances to Inventory and Sales

Since purchases of materials such
as silver, copper, nickel, zinc, and
steel are in fairly large quantities, it
is not desirable to transfer the variance
on a given month's purchases immediately to cost of sales, because of
the distortion in the current month's
results. Rather on all raw material purchases, the price variance from standard is calculated and transferred to
material variance accounts (which are
part of the net inventory values). This
adjusts the raw material accounts to
standard values. (Exhibit 1). From
this point on through work in process
and finished stock all materials are
carried at standard. The balance shown
in any material variance account represents the amount of variance applicable to materials in all inventories
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MA TE R I A L P R I C E VA R IA TIO N O N P URC H AS ES
AC C OUNT NAME

YEA R

Copper
S t a n d a rd In v e n t o ry P ric e P e r Lb.

AC COUNT NO.
24 f

19-

2101

FACTORY

*In dicat es a lo s s va ri a n c e

R -27

(A l l f ig u r e s h y p o t h et ical)
STA N DA R D
I N V T. V A L U E

WEIGHT

BASE
STAN D AR D

95,280

397, 000

397,000

49,708
71,528

216,792
312,072

903,300
1,300,300

* 49,952
* 121,480

216,048
528,120

Mo n t h

AC TUAL

V A R I A TI O N

Jan.

117, 100

*

21,820

Feb .

266,500
383,600

*
*

Mar.

266,000
649,600

900,200
2,200,500

903,300
1,300,300
900,200
2,200,500

EXHIBIT 1

(raw materials, in process, or as finished goods) and they remain here
until they go out through "Cost of
Sales ".
To determine monthly cost of sales,
the material content of sales by product line is computed, from data built
up from cost records, to arrive at both
the total standard cost of sales and the
material content of sales. The total
material price variance is then divided
between the materials remaining in
inventory and those sold. The price
variances applicable to cost of sales
are then pro -rated to each product line
based on the material content of that
line, thus giving us an actual material
cost for each line of sales.
The procedure followed in recording materials and material price variances involves ( 1 ) recording all purchases of raw materials by account and
factory in a material purchase record,
showing actual cost, variation from
standard price, standard values, weight,
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and, where required, a base standard
value. (These purchases are taken
from a tabulation of material purchases and are posted in total only by
account) and ( 2 ) transferring these
purchases, at actual cost, by kinds of
metal to a control sheet which lists the
inventory at the beginning of the
month, purchases, total of inventory
and purchases, and cost of sales showing the amount of variance applied to
sales. (Exhibit 2) . The material content of sales is calculated by using
figures built up from past reports.
Starting with the standard cost of sales
for each product line, as revealed by
the past records, the material content,
by types of material, of such sales may
be measured in physical terms. This
may then be reduced to pounds or
ounces of each material required for
each dollar of standard cost of sales
by product lines, without considering
each item in that line's sales. While it
is true that this is done on a broad
N.A.C.A. BULLETIN

basis, it does permit us to get a fairly
accurate valuation of the material content of sales. Once these factors
(pounds or ounces of each material
per dollar of standard cost by lines)
have been determined for certain basic
materials they remain in use for about
a year. The one exception to this is
silver, where, because of the value involved, a control of this precious metal
is kept at all levels of production in
ounces, and the factor is determined
monthly. The factor in this instance
changes slightly from month to month
depending upon the product mix. The
monthly material price variance applicable to cost of sales is computed
by converting net sales of product
back to the converting base standard.
From this standard cost, material content and the material price variance
may be computed. Exhibit 3 is an
illustration of the process. One month's
net sales of a product line is carried
through the four steps involved:
I. Net sales by product line is converted
back to base standard by means of ratios
determined from the discounts from base
sales prices as shown on the net sales tabulation. Conversion from net selling price
to base standard is done in total by discount codes, each code representing a certain percentage discount. Once having obtained the total base standard for each
line's sales, we apply the ratio of standard
cost to base standard cost of finished
goods, resulting in the standard cost of
sales. These standard cost ratios have
been built up cumulatively from production records.
2. After having arrived at the standard
cost of sales, we now apply other ratios to
determine the material content of sales in
pounds or ounces as the case may be. This
is done by the use of the factors previously
mentioned, which give us the pounds or
SEP TE MB ER , 19 53

ounces of material per dollar of standard
cost, and is done for all the principal materials such as copper, nickel, tin, zinc and
silver, as well as a few less important ones.
These ratios or factors, are developed from
production figures covering a period of ten
months.
3. Having calculated the material content of sales by product lines as described
in step two, we now summarize this in total
by kinds of material, and enter these material content figures on the inventory control sheets for the respective materials involved, where the amount of material price
variance applicable to sales for the current
month is now calculated. (Exhibit 2). The
resulting material price variance is then
pro -rated back to product lines based on
the material content of each line, thus giving an actual material cost in the monthly
cost of sales figures. (Exhibit 3).
4. The fourth step is to relieve the material variance accounts of the variance as
calculated above the transfer these amounts
to cost of sales.

With these records and statistics we
have available figures for use in compiling monthly reports to top management. One report shows the purchases
of material, the amount of variance
from standard, the actual price of the
purchases, and the standard price. Also
shown on this report are the amounts
of materials in sales, and at the bottom
of the report, the inventory of the
principal materials at actual values,
and also the market price of materials
at the month end. This statement is
prepared on a monthly and year -todate basis, and shows the preceding
year's figures for the same period for
comparison. One other report which
we supply to top management is a comparative summary of material inventories showing increases or decreases
in inventories both monthly and year to -date. At the close of each month,
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after the factory ledgers have been
closed and we have the tabulation of
inventories, we prepare a statement
showing the balances of material price
variances that are applicable to the
inventories of materials as shown on
the control sheets. This report gives
the variances at the beginning of the
year, increases or decreases to date and
balance at the end of the month.
Su mm ary of Pro ced ure

While the application of these material price variances is made on a
fairly broad basis, experience has
shown that the methods are accurate
enough for monthly profit and loss
statements. Corrections of any errors
can be made at the year -end based on
physical inventories. These control records of materials in inventories also
serve as a basis for year -end physical
inventory valuations of materials.
It might be well to mention that we
have a few other items that affect the
material variance accounts, the principal one being dross loss (or skimmings) from our rolling mill which
casts and rolls the basic metal alloys
such as nickel, silver, brass and sterling silver. Also in this category would
be differences in weight at the rolling
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mill due to 'variations in formulas ",
where the formulas are varied from
time to time for one reason or another.
These items over a period of a year
are of some size, due mainly to the
dross loss. The material variances applicable to dross loss are handled on
the inventory control sheets in the
same manner as the variances applied
to cost of sales, except that instead of
being picked up as a profit or loss
item, they are charged to a dross loss
account, to which the standard value
is also charged. Against this account
will be credited any recoveries made
on dross through the refining of the
skimmings. These figures are charged
against the cost of sales reserve. The
materials that are charged to dross
loss are also removed from the inventory controls of basic raw materials,
so as to keep the inventory record of
materials as accurate as possible.
We feel that while what we are attempting to do on material variances
could probably be improved upon,
(and we are, of course, always striving
for improvement), that we do have,
however, a good sound basis for the
application of material price variances,
and it seems to work pretty well for
us.
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Getting Down to Causes on the Labor Variance
by GEORGE B. CLEVELAND
Supervisor of Manufacturing Accounting, Commercial Division,
York Corporation, York, Pennsylvania

The problem of adequate analysis of the labor variance pas oeen with
us for some time. The procedure followed by one company in providing a meaningful breakdown is covered in this article. An illustration brings the information out in clear and definite terms. Special
attention is given to causes of variances from standard time, broken
down to four categories.

composes one of the
D most substantial
cost elements in
IRECT LABOR

our manufacturing processes. Because
of the pronounced effect of this cost
element on income and on the ultimate selling price of our product, a
significant and prompt measure of this
cost is needed if control is not to be
lost. Such a measure widely used, but
more widely misunderstood, is the labor variance account. What does your
labor variance account mean to you?
Is it a healthy situation if the standard
labor exceeds the actual or is it a
warning of trouble ahead? Should
you have a variance from the standard? Can you pinpoint your variance
to a department or cost center? Are
your foremen cognizant of what labor variances mean in their individual
departments?
To derive full benefit from standard labor costs, labor variances must
be carefully analyzed. To analyze a
labor variance, we must first determine
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the factors making up the standard labor dollars and the factors making up
the actual labor dollars. Standard direct labor, when production is computed on a standard time basis, will
consist of the total standard time to
perform an operation multiplied by a
standard rate of pay. Actual direct labor will consist of the actual time to
perform an operation times the actual
rate of pay plus the bonus and other
incentives which are paid to the employee. (Overtime and shift premiums
must also be added whenever they are
considered a labor cost rather than an
overhead expense.) Thus there are
two basic factors to consider in an
analysis of labor variances. The first
is the variance between the standard
rate and actual rate paid, or a rate
variance. The second is a variance between the standard time allowed for a
job and the actual time taken, or a
time variance. Exhibit 1 illustrates the
computation of these two variances.
N.A.C.A. BULLET fN

The Analysis of the Rafe Variance

After the rate variance has been determined, effective control requires
that it be explained in terms of the
causes for the variance. There are
many circumstances which may cause
a rate variance. For example, the hiring of a large number of apprentices
or a general wage increase will cause
a rate variance if standard rates are not
adjusted. Also, when standard and
actual labor is reported by cost center
and standard rates are set for each
center, any change in the makeup of
the labor skills within that center may
cause a variance. For instance a department may be set up to employ five
machinists and ten machine operators.
If, during an accounting period, this
department should employ ten machinists and only five machine operators
the actual rate paid will be greater
than the standard. This problem is especially prevalent in manufacturing
companies with a seasonal pattern in
their manufacturing cycle. It is often
necessary to reshuffle employees to retain those with longer seniority and
greater skills thereby causing higher
rates to be paid in certain cost centers
than were originally contemplated
when standards were set up. This
problem should be very carefully analyzed by shop superintendents before
transferring personnel from one department or cost center to another.
The Analysis of the Time Variance

Merely to say that the entire time
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variance is the result of shop efficiency or inefficiency certainly need not
be true and such a hasty supposition
may prove to be misleading. Four separate situations may be suggested
which can affect the time variance,
only one of which is due to direct
labor efficiency:
I. Bare time allowance —The base or
bare time allowance a shop is given for a
specific job may differ from the original
standard time set up in costs. Any change
in shop procedure can cause such a variance. Also a special extra time allowance
given the shop, due to substitute or alternate materials, improper scheduling, reworking defective production, or test or trial
lots, can distort the time variance picture.
Whenever the bare shop time allowance
varies from the standard cost time the department should neither be penalized nor
given credit for such a variance. Rather
they should measure their efficiency by comparing the actual time with a new standard
allowance set up to cover the additional
time allowance.
2. Personal and miscellaneous time — If
an allowance for personal and miscellaneous
time, such as time for assembling materials,
tools, and clean up, is added into the total
standard time, this allowance should be reviewed to determine if the standard cost
allowance varies from the shop allowance.
Changing shop conditions, influencing the
bare or base job time can also affect the
personal and miscellaneous time. More
prevalent among these conditions would be
such items as the well known "coffee break"
or rest periods on an extremely tiresome or
boresome operation.
3. Machine set -up allowance — In a shop
machining area, machine set -up time will be
necessary prior to each production run. If
standard set -up time for department or cost
center is predetermined and incorporated
into standard costs, the actual set -up time
utilized for a specific period may vary
greatly from that standard. The scheduling
of production quantities will determine the
frequency of actual set -ups and the actual
time the worker must spend setting up machine tools rather than on productive work.
Regardless of the frequency of set -ups, the
shop should be working against definite job
time allowances in each case. It is when
standard set -up time is added to standard
labor costs on a constant or average per83
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EXHIBIT 1
tentage basis that the shop allowance of
set -up time can vary from the standard
considerably. The extent of the variance
will depend upon the frequency of set -ups
necessitated by the scheduling of work
orders.
4. Efficiency — To arrive at the efficiency
or productivity of direct labor, all factors
must be eliminated from the time variance
which are not attributable to above or below average work. When these, such as
rate variance, bare time variance, personal
and miscellaneous time variance and machine set -up variance have been separated,
the remaining standard direct labor variance will be due to direct labor efficiency
or inefficiency.

The effect on total labor variance of
the above mentioned elements depends
upon how often standard rates are re84

vised or adjusted. However, regardless of how often standard costs are
changed, your industrial engineers
should be striving to cut corners, simplify methods, eliminate processes and
utilize cheaper and better materials.
Shop methods will not remain exactly
the same for a week, let alone a year,
so unless standard product times costs
change at a constant rate, the time
variance arising from changes in shop
techniques means that the total time
variance can have little significance as
far as a measure of efficiency is conN.A.C.A. BULLE;CIN
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Dep t.

Actual
Direct
La bo r
}lo u rs

Sta nda rd
Direct
Labot
Ho u rs

As sem bly
To t a l

To t a l
Varian ce

6,316

$10,932.00

$10,635.00

$+297.00

2,662

2, 426

4,006.00

3,643.00

+363.00

9,204

8,742

$14,938.00

$ 14,278.00

$ 660.00

6,542

Mach in e

Actual
Direct
La b o r

St an da rd
Dir ect
La b o r

LABOR VARI ANCE D E TA I L

- 155.00

10.00

+ 92.00

8.00

60.00

105. 00

+ 202. 0 0

95.00

+294.00

Assem b ly
To t a l

-73.00

+

-81.00

+

Mach in e

+

Basetim e
Varian ce

95.00

Efficien cy
Varian ce

To t a l
Varian ce

4451. 00
12. 00

♦439.00

4297. 00
+

Set-Up
Varian ce

Rate
Varian ce

-

Misc . Ti m e
Varian ce

De p t .

363. 00

+860.00

EXHIBIT 2

An Illustration of Labor Variance
Analysis

Exhibit 2 is a suggested labor analysis report which will help to guide
cost control efforts toward the most
inefficient areas. However, the preparation and issuance of such a statement
is no small task and it will surely be a
wasted effort unless all interested parties are completely familiar with its
indications and are confident of its acSEP TE MBE R, 19 55

curacy. The biggest job, as a cost accountant, will not be in the assembling
of the figures but in educating manufacturing personnel and management
in the use of this new tool and in fixing the line of responsibility for each
variance.
An explanation of Exhibit 2
as
follows:
is

cerned. This suggests that if you cannot measure your labor variance standard costs should be changed as quickly
and as often as possible. However, if
a true measure can be made of labor
variance for control purposes and applied directly back against products or
product lines, it is possible that standards will not have to be changed for a
long time.

I. Rate variance — The rate variance is
calculated to be the actual number of
hours times the rate difference. This results in a loss of $81 in the machine department and a gain of $8 in the assembly department or a total net loss of $73 for the
two departments.
2. Base -time variance — Is the labor variance resulting from a difference between
shop time allowance and the allowance reflected in standard cost. The difference results from the fact that standard cost revisions have not kept up with the changes in
shop procedure.
3. Miscellaneous time variance — Results
from the difference between miscellaneous
shop time allowed and the miscellaneous
time reflected in standard cost. This vari85

ante includes time for cleaning up, assembling materials and tools, rest periods, etc.
4. Set -up variance — Is the difference between the actual shop set -up allowance and
the standard allowance reflected in the cost.
Again the variance reflects procedural
changes effected faster than they can be
reflected in the standard cost of the product involved.
S. Efficiency variance — W ill indicate
true shop efficiency if all labor variances noh
directly attributable to above or below
average performance have been eliminated.
Depending upon the diversity of the manufacturing processes and upon the standard
cost system or labor productivity comparison methods, one firm may have more or
less time and /or rate variances to consider.
However, the major point emphasized is
that labor variances must be studied and
resolved to derive full benefit from standard
labor costs. Such a periodic summary variance report indicates to management and
other responsible personnel the effectiveness of efficient cost control and cost reduction in each shop area. The usefulness of
this type report stems from the comparisons
either weekly or monthly, indicating changes

86

and trends
thereon.

in

the

variances

displayed

Results Obtained

By such a thorough dissection of labor variance, it is possible to reveal
information which will lead to greater
efficiency, more accurate costing, and
cost reduction. Rate variance may reveal where a skilled employee earning
top hourly wages is performing unskilled work. The mix of labor skills
in an entire area may be shown to be
topheavy with skilled employees.
From the time variance breakdown inefficient shop area may be pointed out.
Many leads can save dollars and help
to make the accountant a more important part of the management team.
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PUBLICIZ ING THE COSTS OF
CARRYING INVENTORIES

Editor, N. A. C. A. Bulletin:
A F A I L U R E O N T H E P A R T of operating
managements to relate volume and profit

usually

performance to the investment required to
produce it, can easily result in excessive
plant investment and needlessly high inventories. It is over inventories that prohas complete
duction management
control, not restricted by higher management and it is with inventories that this
letter will deal.
It is the prerogative of production management to lay down policies for economical produ ction runs and for protection from
work -flow stoppage and worker lay -offs
also, for seasonal stockpiling and many
other hazards. The process of maintaining
complete protection against any of the foregoing can result in heavy inventories all
along the line. The accountant can render
a valuable service by exposing the financial ramifications involved.
The costs of carrying an inventory are,
too often, not fully considered. Although
this cost varies considerably, a rough standard developed from many industries is as
follows:
Per Cent of Cost
Insurance
Storage
Taxes
Transportation
Handling- Distribution
Depreciation
Interest
Obsolescence
Total cost per year

.25%
.25%
.50%
.50%
2.50%
5.00%
6.00%
10.00%
25.00%

In multi -plant or multi- division corporations in particular, it is important that
higher management be afforded the opportunity for cost comparisons between operSEP TE MB ER , 19 55

ating units. Opera tions involving high inventories can be identified through such
comparisons.
In companies in which little has been
done with production management on the
problem, educational meetings are most appropriate. They can be conducted by or
with the assistance of the accountants and
can include supervision, production control
clerks, storekeepers and buyers. A general
presentation can be somewhat as follows:
I. Point out that the company is faced with
a problem with which most individuals
are faced, namely, the most profitable
investment of available money. Note
that an individual may invest in:
a. Savings bank — 2 1/2 0/. or 2 1/2¢ per
year on each dollar invested.
b. U. S. Government savings bonds 33/ 4 % or 3.75¢ per year on each dollar invested.
c. Blue chip stock — 5% or 5.004 per
year on each dollar invested.

Then ask, in what product liner
should the company invest? Comment
that-an inventory (as a portion of investment) returning a certain dollar
rate of profit per year will have its
profit rate on investment doubled if the
inventory is cut in half.
2. Remind the group that when company
funds are released for other use by reduction of inventories, these funds might
be invested in lines yielding higher rates
of return than present lines.
3. Discuss costs to the company of carrying inventories. Compare these costs
with the general savings attained by
maintaining "safe" inventories.
4. Present reports of inventory size and
number of month's supply on hand as
furnished by the accountants.
5. Offer graphs of desired target reductions of inventories. Each month, plot
against target curves results attained.
6. Conduct a rough review of inventories.
This will disclose many cases of obvious
87

overstocking, not intentional perhaps but
still unnecessary. After this first round,
the detection of overstocking will become
more difficult. The determination of a
properly balanced inventory is a complex
problem and all ramifications must be
carefully considered before the optimum
size is selected.
7. It is most important to stress that, if
the company receives more profit per
dollar which it has to invest, there will
be more and better jobs and improved
job security.
The foregoing points pertain to the relationship between the accountants and production management. Higher management
also must be fu lly informed of the best possible return on investment of company
funds. This information can be offered in
the form of economic evaluation of each
proposal for expenditure or through comment letters on sizes and month's su pply of
inventories.
Improving return on investment is a tool
which can be of considerable financial benefit. It does not "force" greater employee
productivity, result in lay -offs, reduce
quality, or require investing fu rther capital.
These are pitfalls of many other endeavors
to improve profits.
ROBERT W. HOLMES
A SIMPLE PATTERN FOR

EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT STUDIES

Editor, N. A. C. A. Bulletin:
The accountant has a definite responsibil.
ity to help develop cooperation among the
various staff functions. Intelligent investment in modern machines may very well be
the most important single contribution to
successful management. The cost accountant can provide invalu able assistance to the
engineer in studying the cost effects of proposed expenditures. With the development
of modern machines, capital investment
called for by such items must be given very
careful scrutiny. The desire to modernize
manufacturing methods must be carefully
balanced against the resulting efficiency of
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operation. Once the money is spent, the
machine must produce results.
An outline such as Exhibit 1, showing
operating results of various proposed expenditures, might be presented to the engineer.
This outline shows the effects of proposed
expenditures upon net profit, variable profit,
return on investment and the break -even
point. The first column reflects the current
status of an average manufacturing organization with a machinery investment of
$10,000 and other assets amounting to
$18,000, for a total of $28,000. The net
profit before Federal income taxes of $6,000
on a sales volume of $57,000 shows a ra te
of 101,/2 percent on sales a nd the return on
investment is 21 percent. The succeeding
columns portray the effects of investment
proposals.
In Proposal 1, additional machinery is
to be purchased costing $10,000. This reduces the labor cost $5,000 but increases
the variable burden for maintenance, etc.
by $1,000, and adds the same amount to
the fixed burden cost for depreciation and
taxes.
The investment increases from
$28,000 to $38,000. Total cost is reduced
from $51,000 to $48,000. The net profit
increases from $6,000 to $9,000, with a
rate of 16 percent on sales. The variable
profit rate increases and return on investment increases from 21 percent to 24 percent. The break -even point is lower. A I
of these changes are favorable, so the proposed expenditure would appea r to be justified. However, it is worthy of note tha t,
while the burden cost increased only $2,000
from $15,000 to $17,000, the burden rate
increased from 150 percent to 340 percent.
Proposal 2 is the same as Proposal 1.
except that an additional machine invest
ment of $20,000 is required (instead of
$10,000) for a total investment of $48,000.
The burden cost increases $4,000, leaving
a net profit of $7,000 or 12 per cent. This
is $1,000 more tha n the first column. How-

N.A.C.A. BULLETIN
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PROFIT A ND LOSS
Sales

$

Pro pos al
No . 3

Prop os al
No . 4

22,000
18,000
40, 000

16,000
18,000
34,000

$

30,000
18,000
48,000

$

20,000
18,000
38,000

$

10,000
18,000
28, 000

$

I N V E S TM E N T
Ma c hin er y
Other As sets
To t a l I n v e s t m e n t

Prop os al
No. 2

Pro pos al
No . 1

Curre nt
St at us

57, 000

57,000

54,500

26, 000
10,000
9, 000
6, 000
15,000
150%
51, 000

26, 000
5,000
10,000
7, 000
17,000
340 %
48, 000

26,000
5, 000
11, 000
8, 000
19,000
380%
50, 000

Z6, 0 00
5,000
10,200
7, 200
17,400
34 8 %
48, 400

26,000
5, 000
9. 600
6, 600
16, 200
324 %
47, 200

P r o f it B e f o r e Ta x e s
N o n - V a r ia b le Bu r d e n
Var ia b le P ro f it

6, 000
6, 000
12,000

9, 000
7, 000
16,000

7,000
8, 000
15,000

6, 600
7, 200
15.800

7, 300
6, 6 00
13,900

Net P ro fit R at e
Var ia b l e P ro fi t R a t e
Return on Investm ent
Br ea k E ve n

10 - 1/ 2%
21
21
28, 600

16%
28%
24%
25,000

12%
2610
15%
30,400

15%
28%
21%
26, 000

13%
26%
21%
26,000

10,000
5,000

20,000
5,000

12,000
5, 000

6, 000
5, 000
2, 500
600
600
1,200

-

Pro p o s ed Ch an ges
Ad d Ma ch in e ry
Labor Saved
Decreas e Sale Price
A d d Bu r d e n - V a r ia b le
Ad d Bu r de n - N o n - Va r iab le
A d d Bu r d e n - To t a l

%

Co st
Ma t e r ia l
Lab or
Bu rd en Vari ab le
Bu r d e n N o n - V a r ia b le
To t a l B u r d e n
Bu r d en Rate
To t a l C o s t

-

57,000

%

57, 000

1,000
1,000
2, 000

2, 000
2, 000
4, 000

1,200
1,200
2, 400

EXHIBIT 1
ever, the return on investment is reduced
from 21 per cent to 15 per cent and the
break -even volume increases from $28,600
to $30,400. This would indicate that the
cost of machinery required for Proposal 2
is too high, in comparison with the savings realized, to be a desirable investment.
Proposal 3 shows the maximum additional investment possible to realize the
$5,000 labor saving and to continue to earn
21 per cent return on investment. Proposal 4 shows the maximum additional investment which can be ma de to realize the
$5,000 labor saving and continue to earn
21 per cent return on investment if 50 per
SEP TE MBE R, 19 55

cent of the improvement is passed on to
the customer through price reduction.
The accountant should follow up each
new product design or new process placed
in production to match the operating results
against the original estimates, to be certain
that original planned improvements are real ized. It is evident that progress is the result of close coordination of many operating functions. The accountant has a definite responsibility to recognize his place in
this operating picture. He must constantly
contribute to the teamwork which will result in modern industrial development.
ALBERT A. RUDKIN
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BOOKS
Tested Approaches to Cutting Production Costs, Overhead— Materials
— Payroll

Electronic Data Processing in Indus try —A Case Book of Management
Experience

American Management Association, 330 Wert
42nd St., New York 26, N . Y. , 1955, 125
PP., $2.50 to members; $3.75, nonmembers.

American Management Association, 330 West
42nd St., New York 36, N. Y. , 1955, 257
PP., $5.73 members, $7.75 nonmembers.

This is a cost reduction text of a practical
type, written by company officials. Identified as areas of "potential cost reduction"

Introduced by a section tracing the gradual
change "from manual methods to com-

in chapters dealing with each are: paperwork, purchasing, materials handling, the
manufacturing cycle, indirect labor, quality
control, traffic, inventory management, and
maintenance. The separately authored treatments of these areas are followed by four
"production department approaches" to cost
reduction, also separately authored.

puters," this volume offers experience of
a number of companies within the realm
of study and planning preliminary to electronic application and in the realm of application. Here, the experience supplied
relates to equipment of varying capacities
and to differing subject matters, e.g., customer accounts, production scheduling, general accounting (public utility).

ARTICLES
Decentralisation and Intracompany
Pricing
Joel Dean, Harvard Business Review, July August, 1955.

The establishment of genuinely "competitive" pricing of products moving between
divisions of decentralized companies is
necessary to achieve the benefits of decentralization and to remove the inadequacies
of other methods of intracompany pricing,
this author indicates and proceeds to develop the positive side of the picture in
the body of the article. The pa per is rea dably embraced in ten good -size pages of the
periodical and deals point by point with
its thesis and the countering of possible
objections to it a nd to the system of "profit
centers" involved.

included in inventories, l-)r. Inarple considers "direct costing as a method of costing which recognizes variability with
volume as the primary basis for the classification and collection of costs, and under
which all cost records, analyses, reports,
and statements are so developed as to
show separately the fixed and variable
costs involved." He finds this method
serviceable beyond the potentialities of a bsorption costing and expresses the belief
that direct costing, "given time, will become the conventional method of costing,"
What Is a Controller?
Edward B. Cochran, Journal of Accountancy,
July, 1955.

Review,

The title question of this article is answered in its text by an effective discourse
on the cost and financial basis of major
business problems of today and by an irr-

Leaving aside —as obscuring the main issue— whether or not fixed costs should be

posing presentation of the management task
which demands the virtual partnership of
the chief accounting officer, with others, in

Direct Costing and the Uses of Cost
Data
Raymond P.
July, 1955.
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Marple,

Accounting
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SELECTED ARTICLES FROM ACCOUNTING PERIODICALS
THE ACCOUNTANT, J u l y 1955 (Moorgate Place, London E.C. 2, England, single
co p y Is 6p )

W hat Manner of Man is the Average Accountant? Robert Jacobs and Arthur
E. Traxler.
THE ACCOUNTING REVIEW, J u l y 1955 (College of Commerce and Administration, c/o Carson Cox, Ohio State University, Columbus 10, Ohio, single copy
$1.50)
New Perspectives on the History of Accounting. Raymond De Roover.
*Direct Costing and the Uses of Cost Data. Raymond P. Marple.
Direct Costing — Should It Be a Controversial Issue? R. Lee Brummet.
Management Thinking Concerning Corporate Annual Reports. Robert D. Hay.
The Army Audit Agency Goes Professional. Clark L. Simpson.
Concepts of Depreciation. Louis Goldberg.
An Analysis of Missouri's Utility Earnings and Rate Base Formula —A Rejoinder.
Harold G. Avery.
*Statistical Relationship of Accounting and Economics. Kenneth W. Perry.
ARTHUR ANDERSEN CHRONICLE, J u l y 1955 (120 South LaSalle Street, Chicago
3, Illinois)
Accounting Services to Management. A. C. Roberts.
Accounting in the Construction Industry. Elden A. Evenson.
THE ARTHUR YOUNG JOURNAL, July 1955 (Arthur Young & Company, 165
Broadway, New York, N.Y.)
Application of Electronic Digital Computers to Business Problems. Leslie M.
Mannasmith.
Operations Research —What It Is and W hat It Does. Robert A. W ofsey.
Use of Future Revenues in the Acquisition of Properties. Theodore Romak.
AUSTRALIAN ACCOUNTANT, April 1955 (37 Queen Street, Melbourne, C.l, Victoria, Australia.)
Marginal Costing and Value of W ork in Progress. G. T. Webb.
CANADIAN CHARTERED ACCOUNTANT, August 1955 (Chartered Accountants
Building, 69 Bloor St. East, Toronto 5, Ontario, Canada)
A Costing System for a High Power Research Reactor. D. G. Campbell and
W. W. Prest.
Electronics —the New Concept. G. Pyrke Powers.
Accounting for the Plywood Industry. U. E. Houghland and C. G. Chambers,
COST AND MANAGEMENT, J u n e 1955 (31 Walnut Street So., Hamilton, Ontario,
Canada, single copy $.50)
*Depreciation Allowances and Production Costs. Ernest H. Weinwurm.
*Cost Reduction in Action. William L. Snyder.
THE FEDERAL ACCOUNTANT, J u n e 1955 (P. O. Box 53, W ashington 4, D. C.)
Modern Sampling Technique. Edwin W. Gaynor.
ILLINOIS CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT, J u n e 1955 (208 South LaSalle St.,
Chicago 4, Illinois, single copy $.40)
Comment on "Prestige for Historical Cost ". George O. May.
*Auditing Electronic Data Processing Systems. Philip Seitz.
JOURNAL OF ACCOUNTANCY, August 1955 (270 Madison Ave., New York 16,
N.Y., single copy $35)
Employee Welfare Funds. Hester Ellen Erb.
The Easy Addition of Numbers in Sequence. Fred T. Neely.
Will Accounting Education Improve? R. K. Mautz.
The Decreasing- Charge Concept of Cost. Oscar S. Gellein.
*Further mentioned in accompanying notes.
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its conduct. Included is a full -page comprehensive —and also specific —job description for the controller function.
Depreciation Allowances on Production Costs
Ernest H. Weinwurm, Cost and Management,
June, 1955.

Here is presented a way to charge depreciation (facilities) costs to production on a
current basis by simulation of arms - length
rental charge under lease -back or other
rental arrangement. Preceding introduction
and description of the method appears a
considerable amount of material presenting
current computation of facilities cost
charges as practical necessity for useful
costing.
Cost Reduction in Action
William L. Snyder, Cost and Management,
June, 1933.

A cost reduction program, instituted by
the author's company in 1950 under the
committee approach, is set forth in this
article. The personnel of the committee includes a representative of the controller's
division as chairman and the following
members: general works manager, chief
industrial engineer, chief engineer, chief
draftsman, and the assistant general sales
manager. A cost reduction proposal form,
summary of proposals, cost saving suggestion acknowledgment, and several other
reports are supplied as exhibits to the article.
Statistical Relationship of Accounting and Economics

economic data. . . . The reporting of this
quantitative data by the accountant is . . .
indispensable
to the business executive
...
and
to the economist in his sta...
...
tistical investigations."
The text of this article, nevertheless, differentiates at some
length the mental world of the accountant
from that of the economists and discusses
the signifiance of the differences.
Auditing Electronic Data Processing
Systems
Philip Seitz, Illinois Certified Public Accountant, June, 1935.

The input, processing, and output stag,_s
of accounting routines under electronic
equipment installations are compactly covered in this paper for the purpose expressed
in the title. The result is a readable and
objective view of the course of those routines, as developed to date. Critical point,,,
from an auditory viewpoint, are noted as
existing with respect to automatic creation
of the transaction record on a tape (perhaps actuated by the time clock, for ex.
ample), the operation of the equipment's
control panel, and control of storage of
computation results.
The Strategy of Product Policy
Charles H. Kline, Harvard Business Review,
July - August, 1955.

When in the midst of this article there
appear a couple of break -even charts, it is
clear that, whatever else product policy may
be —and it is doubtless many other things
as well —it involves cost - price - volume relationship. The impression is deepened when
it is noted that sales volume, distribution

Kenneth W . Perry, Accounting Review, July,
1955.

channels, effect on present products, cyclical

The tie -in between techniques of the ac-

stability, raw materials, value added, and

countant and

manufacturing load are among considera-

of

the economist, distin-

guished in this article, is suggested in the

tions dealt with. Toward the close of the

following excerpt, "The business enterprise,

paper, there is particularized recommenda-

in many respects, has outstripped other

tion for formu lation of product polity in a

agencies in . . . dealing quantitatively with

statement.
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3ar MaurJIfforNatioll
Ring Around Accounting
T H E P R E S E N T P A G E S draw attention to a
new book, Economic Accounting, by John
P. Powelson (McGraw -Hill Book Company, 330 West 42nd St., New York 36,
N. Y., 1955, 500 pp., $7.50), for its own
sake as a text seeking to recognize the ap-

plicability of the accounting process to
expanded fields and also as marking,
through its publication, development of a
school of thought which would extend
the bounds of accounting widely arou nd its
whole circumference. The organization of
Mr. Powelson's book may illustrate this
point. It is in two parts of about equal
lengths. The first expounds accounting by
considering it from the points of view of
the individual, the business proprietor, the
corporation, unit costs, and "statements of
the monetary system," thus keeping at least
topically within old bounds. The second,
after consideration of consolidated business
accounts, passes on to consolidated "social
accounts," "section accounting," "industrial
product accounting," "balance of payments
accounting," "input- output tables" and
"flow -of -funds accounts." These either establish or require new bounds. The author's subtitle for the work as a whole is
"a textbook in accounting principles for
students of economics and the liberal arts."
This ties in with the closing chapter which,
in the light of both portions of the text,
considers that now familiar benchmark,
"consistency of accounting principles." For
students already familiar with enterprise
accounting, a prefatory page identifies chapters in the area of social and national
accounting which the volume contributes.
(Further description of the contents of
Economic Accounting will su rely be of interest and is supplied below. First, howSEP TE MBE R, 19 55

ever, it is a reassuring and perhaps fundamental thought that, whether accounting
is solely enterprise accounting or also includes industry, area, population, section,
or national aggregates of enterprise accounting, there is no indication that it is
not still commercial -basis transaction accounting throughout, even considering
monetary value adjustments. It may be
said that the word, "transaction" is a poor
substitute for a yet uncoined word which
simply says that completed commercial
transactions are acts, each of which is a
sale from someone's point of view or purchase from another. —a "salchase" or a
pursale," so to speak. In other words, it
. 1

is as true of social as of enterprise accounting, i.e., of all accounting in a free economy, that, if you open the book s carelessly
and all the transactions fall out, they will
be like as marbles, except for size, and
some will ha ve a blue side u p and some a
red. The question posed by social accounting is not one of transactions to be accounted for but of entities for which it is
practicable and useful to conduct accounting. )
A review of Mr. Powelson's preface
may have a further reassurance for accountants. There is some indication that he is
fully as much, or more, concerned with
drawing accounting —at least, consistent accounting—to the attention of economists
as he is with relating overall economic considerations to the accounting process. He
reports that, "In the past two decades economic analysis has come to rely more and
more on social accounting statements" and
also that, "compilers of social accounts depend on business accounting reports for
much of their informa tion. The consistency
in application of business accounting prin93

ciples to different social accounts creates interrelationships among the latter that can be
useful to economic thinking. . . . Unfor-

by preparation for the second section of the
book. There is frequent contrast or comparison between "business" and "social" ac-

tunately, the close relationship among different accounting systems has been largely

counting. Value is clearly the intended
interpretation of the meaning of amounts,
except when contexts call specifically for
the fact of cost.
The author describes how lie plans to
treat accounting for business entities is a
subject in itself a nd a s an approach to ac-

necessarily not a representation of the full
preface but an illustration of one emphasis
contained in it.)
The remainder of this description will
carry the reader at least a little further into
each of the two sections of the body of
the book, so that the material may be partly
characterized as within or without the more
fully recognized field of accounting and as
parallel to conventional thinking or a departure from it. That this characterization
will be sketchy goes without saying, in consideration of available space, and it ma y be
faulty as well. Its objective is the dual
one noted at the start, i.e., to draw attention to a book which embodies a pioneer
endeavor based on accounting and to draw
attention to the endeavor itself, bearing, as
it does, upon the size and statu re of the accounting field as a whole. The title given
by Mr. Powelson to Part I of his book is
"Industrial Enterprise Accounts" and to
Part II "Aggregate Accounts." These words
seem, by themselves, to designate the familiar and the unfamiliar.
About "Enterprise Accounts"
Recourse to the text, itself, is necessary
for proper comprehension of the way in
which accounting for enterprises is set off
from and related to economic accounting
objectives. It can be said here that presentation of industrial proprietorship and corporate accounting is actively conditioned
94

counting for economic aggregates in the
following words in the first chapter of
Part I.:
This book deals . . , from beginning to end . . , with the basic entries
that affect accounting statements. The
"..

ignored by professors of economics. . . .
This book is intended to cover accounting
principles that are useful to economists, and
to relate them to areas of economic
thought." (It should be interpolated here
that the foregoing selection of sentences
from the author's four -page preface is

national income and product account is
not described until the student has
worked up to it from the grass roots, in
two directions. In the first place, he
learns to make entries recording the
transactions of millions of persons and
business enterprises in a country, to draw
up their statements, and then to consolidate them into the social accounts.
In the second place, he learns to make
entries based on national aggregates. He
prepares the national income and prod act
accounts from a series of transactions as
if a national bookkeeping system existed.
"As the study progresses from the accounts of smaller units toward national
aggregates, certain digressions are made,
which appeared important to the author.
In the chapter on cost accounting, time
is taken to mention the relationship E•etween business costs and economic theory, with special reference to marginal
cost. A more significant digression takes
us into the field of banking."
About Aggregate Accounts
In embarking on Part II with a chapter
entitled "Consolidated Statements: 1. Business Accounts," the author again makes
N.A.C.A. BULLETIN

clear the road being traveled and for which
the chapter's content is partly transitional,
in the following words:
"While accounts of individual business
provide data on their own operation, a
consideration of broader economic questions demands statements covering larger
groups. For example, an oil combine
may have a far -flung domain, with producing companies on three continents
and markets in all corners of the earth.
The unified management and policies —
require accounting statements for the
group. Economists seeking answers to
such questions as 'How will business
act ?' and 'Wha t are consumers doing ?'
need statements of the economic activity
of all businesses and all consumers rather
than of industrial enterprises and persons."
When it comes to the succeeding chapter, "Consolidated Statements: II Social
Accounts,"
"consolidated social accounts are introduced through the business income and
product and the investment statements.
These have already been described as the
economist's version of the profit and loss
statement and the balance sheet, respectively, of business enterprises. . . .
Inasmuch as the remainder of Mr. Powelson's text is directed to structuralizing in
accounting terms processes for development of accounting- economic statements,
it ma y be the most helpfu l introduction to
it to note briefly the au thor's identification
of these areas.
With respect to sector accounting, —the
idea is fundamental to social accounts —
sectors are presented as economic groups,
e.g., business, consumers, etc., "responding
in different ways" to economic events, such
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as an increase in prices. An initial illustration is of two- sector accounting in
which the business enterprises of an economy are one sector and "outsiders" the
other. The idea of sector accounting is
then developed through chapters in which
thirty -nine "transactions" in material product accounting (e.g., production of inventories, liquidation of inventories, production of fixed assets, import of merchandise, rent of homes and apartments,
government payment of interest on public
debt) are described and given entry form,
and applied to for sector a ccounts for ( 1 )
business, (2 ) the government, (3 ) rest -ofthe world, and, (4 ) personal.
The closing chapters of Economic Accounting concern balance -of- payments accounting, input- output tables, and flow -offunds accounts. It is stated that "balance
of payments is a consolidated statement of
economic transactions of residents of one
country with foreigners. . . . An important
instrument for assessing those problems of
internal origin which have repercussions on
a country's international economic position."
One of many identifying comments on
input - output tables is that they "divide the
business sector into a number of separate
industries. All transactions of individual
enterprises with other firms are recorded,
whether the latter belong to the same or
different industries. . . . Combined rather
than consolidated data are the order of
the day. . . . it (an input- output table)
shows the distribution of final product
among the three sectors ca pable of ultimate
consumption — households, government, anti
the rest of the world."

Flow -of -funds ac-

counts are compared to balance -of- payments
statements as an adaptation for domestic
transactions, and

are also differentiated

from such statements.
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